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And pursue not that of which thou hast no known knowledge; for surely the
hearing, the sight, the heart all of those shall be questioned of.
Dan janganlah kamu mengikuti sesuatu yang tidak kamu ketahui. Karena
pendengaran, penglihatan dan hati nurani, semua itu akan diminta
pertanggung jawabannya.
(QS. Al-Isra‟:36) 1
Dari Abu Dzarr Jundub bin Junadah dan Abu „Abdirrahman Mu‟adz bin Jabal
radhiyallahu „anhuma, dari Rasulullah shallallahu „alaihi wa sallam, beliau
bersabda, “Bertakwalah kepada Allah di mana pun engkau berada;
iringilah perbuatan buruk dengan perbuatan baik, maka kebaikan akan
menghapuskan keburukan itu; dan pergaulilah manusia dengan akhlak
yang baik.” (HR. Tirmidzi)
Don’t compare yourself to anyone and focus on yourself and what do you
want to accomplish. (Rosé)

1

Hidayatulloh, Agus, Siti Irham Sail, Imam Ghazali Masykur, and Fuad Hadi, Al Quran, Al - Jamil Tajwid Warna, Terjemah Per Kata, Terjemah Inggris, (Bekasi, Jawa Barat:
Cipta Bagus Segara, 2012), p. 285.
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Anisa Rizki, January 20th 2021

: Semantic Analysis on Harris J‟s Song Lyrics
as Related to The Holy Qur'an Values

Supervisor I
Supervisor II

: Dr. Alfian, S. Pd.,M. Ed
: Ulfatmi Azlan, S.S., M.A

This research deals with the analysis of lexical meaning and contextual
meaning on Harris J‟s song lyrics that has related values in the Quran. The
purpose of this study to describe the kinds of class of words, the lexical and
contextual meaning and the Qur‟an values which are presented to Harris J's song
lyrics in SALAM Album. This research employed qualitative research and
descriptive method because it is used to describe the contextual meaning found in
song lyrics of Harris J. The writer used the contextual meaning theory by Mansoer
Pateda to conduct this research. The data were taken from first album SALAM by
Harris J, five songs they are Salam Alaikum, Rasool'Allah, I Promise, The One
and You Are My Life. The first results showed that there are seven kinds of class
of words, consisting of; noun, noun phrase, verb, verb phrase, adjective, adjective
phrase and adverb. Also the writer found that noun phrase and verb are more
dominantly found in song lyrics in the Album SALAM. Second, the contextual
meaning in lyrics of the song had the meaning according to the context, but not all
people know that contexts. From five songs by Harris J, there were fiveteen
words, phrases, or sentences found as the context. Third, there are twelve surah
and fourteen verses in the Qur'an that the values of the verse relate to the song
lyrics from SALAM Album.

Keywords

: Semantic, Contextual Meaning, Song Lyrics
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ABSTRAK

Anisa Rizki, January 20th 2021

: Semantic Analysis on Harris J‟s Song Lyrics
as Related to The Holy Qur'an Values

Supervisor I
Supervisor II

: Dr. Alfian, S. Pd.,M. Ed
: Ulfatmi Azlan, S.S., M.A

Penelitian ini berkaitan dengan analisis makna leksikal dan kontekstual pada
lirik lagu Harris J yang memiliki nilai-nilai yang terkait dalam Al-quran. Tujuan
dari penelitian ini adalah untuk mendeskripsikan ragam kelas kata, makna leksikal
dan kontekstual dan nilai-nilai Al-Qur'an yang disajikan dalam lirik lagu Harris J
dalam Album SALAM. Penelitian ini menggunakan jenis penelitian kualitatif dan
metode deskriptif karena digunakan untuk mendeskripsikan makna kontekstual
yang terdapat dalam lirik lagu Harris J. Penulis menggunakan teori makna
kontekstual oleh Mansoer Pateda untuk melakukan penelitian ini. Data diambil
dari album pertama SALAM oleh Harris J, lima lagu yaitu Salam Alaikum,
Rasool'Allah, I Promise, The One dan You Are My Life. Hasil dari penelitian
pertama menunjukkan bahwa terdapat tujuh macam kelas kata, yang terdiri dari;
kata benda, frase kata benda, kata kerja, frase kata kerja, kata sifat, frase kata sifat
dan kata keterangan. Serta penulis menemukan frase kata benda dan kata kerja
lebih dominan ditemukan pada lirik lagu di Album SALAM. Kedua, makna
kontekstual dalam lirik lagu memiliki makna sesuai dengan konteksnya, namun
tidak semua orang mengetahui konteks tersebut. Dari lima lagu Harris J,
ditemukan lima belas kata, frase, atau kalimat sebagai konteksnya. Ketiga, ada
dua belas surah dan empat belas ayat dalam Al-quran yang nilai ayat tersebut
berkaitan dengan lirik lagu dari Album SALAM.
Kata Kunci

: Semantik, Makna Kontekstual, Lirik Lagu
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Study
Language is human communication of knowledge, ideas, etc. using a
system of sound symbols.2 Language is system communication in speech and
writing used by people of particular country. Language is a complex of
knowledge and abilities enabling speakers of the language to communicate
with each other, too express ideas, hypothesis, emotions, desires, and all the
other things that need expressing. Language can be said the tool of
communication used by human being, either spoken or written. Because,
wherever human society there a language. With language human being can be
interacting with each other.3
Language is a communication tool which has an important role in
human survival. The study of language into a study that is not endless to be
discussed, because language is the whole existence of the human person and
civilized society there is no human activity that is not accompanied by
language. Language is a system that relates sounds or gestures to meanings.4
When we meet a new word or sentence, we often want to know the
meanings of the word or sentence. This shows that we have an interest in
meaning. To express thoughts, emotions and inner interactions both in direct
(spoken) and indirect (written) communication. Spoken means the process of
expressing ideas and feelings or giving information is done orally. Writing is
the representation of a language in a text, like sign and symbols. It is done in
writing activity, such as in short story, article, poem, lyric, etc.
Semantics is considered as a study of meaning in language. It deals with
the expression of linguistic objects such as word, phrases and sentences. It
2

Evison Alan, A. P. Cowie. 1983. Oxford Learner‟s Pocket Dictionary. Oxford
University Press. p.209.
3
Supriyanti. 2015. The Analysis of Synonym And Antonym In The Jakarta Post
Newspaper 2014. Jambi: IAIN STS Jambi. p.1.
4
Fromkin, Victoria. et al. 2011. An Introduction to Language. Los Angeles: University of
California. p.324.
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does not pay attention to the syntactic arrangement or pronunciation of
language objects. Meaning involves the relationship among the words in the
language, their referents in the real world. Kreidler stated that there are three
disciplines are concerned with the systematic study of “meaning” in itself:
psychology, philosophy and linguistics.5 The meaning of words or sentences
can be found not only in daily conversations, but also in literary works, such
as; poems, song lyrics, novels, short stories, and movies.
Song lyric is the people‟s expression of something that has been seen,
heard, or experienced. When expressing people‟s experiences, the lyricist
usually plays beautiful words or language to create attractiveness or features
related to the lyrics. A song is a literary work that aims to describe a person‟s
surrounding emotions or situation. Song lyrics are also a form of
communication media. It means that song lyrics are media used by speaker to
the listener.
The language used in the literary work should be distinguished from the
language that is used in daily conversation. The literary language is a
language that is full of uniqueness. Sometimes, the meaning of words in the
literary work is very different with the meaning in dictionary. Song lyrics
have messages in words forms and sentences that can be used to create a
certain situation and imaginative imagery to the audience. The messages in
the song lyrics can have varieties of both oral and written forms. Song lyrics
have form of words or sentences that can be used to create certain atmosphere
and imagination to the audience, so it also can create diverse meaning. The
meaning in the song lyrics depend on the context or songwriter‟s situation.
Contexts have their own uniqueness in their own way, but they all serve
the same purpose; to deliver a message. There are many ways to express
messages and ideas about contexts through literary works in a form of poem,
novel, prose, play, essay, and song lyrics. This thesis focuses on contextual
meaning on song lyrics. Researcher likes to analyze song lyrics because they
5

Kreidler, Charles W. 2002. Introducing English Semantics. New York: Routlaedge
Taylor and Francis Group. p.2.
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contain many words that not all words can be interpreted according to the
literal meaning, but there are some words that are interpreted according to the
context. Because of that, when people try to explain the meaning of words,
especially in lyrics, they must consider the context.
The lyrics of the song become a way of communication. Sometimes, in
the communication process, people can choose the language to express what
they want. The listener can get feeling of song, understand the lyrics by what
the language that used, in most lyrics in the song used metaphor to describe
something deep feeling than using easy word that usual to make it more
suitable and it has connotation inside the word, if the listener of music not
uncover meaning behind the word its only confuse without knowing the true
meaning.
Music is related to language, and its meaning usually focuses on
semantics, and the question of how instrumental music is meaningful in the
absence of propositional content. Music is an important aspect of human life.
Our response to it may even be highly complex intertwined in our brains.
Music is a universal form of communication that has affected the survival of
species, and in human life, partner attraction and harmony Played a role.
Language and musical meaning must address the degree to which music
becomes semantically meaningful.
Today music has become a part of human life, many people use music
for various purposes; as a media of communication, a means of entertainment,
education, a media for preserving the culture of an area, or even being used as
a media for the propagation of a religion. As in Islam the music or song can
be used as a means of da'wah. Although there is still a lot of debate about the
law rather than the music itself, so there are some musicians who create a
music or song with lyrics that feel Islamic. The lyrics are incorporated
religious elements so that humans always remember the creator of nature that
is god in every situation.
In this era there are many famous international Muslim musicians, one
of them is Harris J. Harris Jung, known professionally as Harris J, is a British

3

Muslim singer who signed with Awakening Records in 2013 after winning a
social media talent competition hosted by the UK-based record label
Awakening Records. Digital and physical release of the SALAM album
produced by Awakening Records was sold at fantastic numbers, which is 1
billion. This figure is in accordance with new regulations from the Indonesian
Recording Industry Association (ASIRI). He won a Platinum award from
Warner Music Indonesia for the successful sales of his first album. This
platinum is based on nominal money from physical and digital album sales. 1
Platinum is equivalent to Rp.1 billion, and 1 Gold with an equivalent of
Rp.500 million.
The songs he brought were Islamic songs, one of which was titled
Salam Alaikum. Here on example class of word, lexical and contextual
meaning in the lyrics and what Qur‟anic value that presented in there:
“I just want to spread love and peace”
The words “peace” in lyric “Salam Alaikum” considered as noun. The
lexical meaning of word “peace” is freedom from disquieting or oppressive
thoughts or emotions. The context “peace” in lyric “I just want to spread love
and peace”, in contextual meaning means spread goodness on earth. Then the
value indicated from this word (peace) is supported by surah 15 - Al-Hijr
(MAKKA): Verse 46 “Enter therein in peace and secure.” Based on Jalalayn
tafsir the verse means “And it shall be said to them „Enter them in peace that
is safe from all danger - or it means enter with the greeting of „Peace!‟, so
based on the explanation, the values that exist in the surah and verse are
related to the contextual meaning in the song lyrics.
Based on the explanation above, the writer has described the reason
why the writer chooses Harris J‟s song. Then, the writer chooses five lyrics of
song namely, Salam Alaikum, Rasool Allah, I Promise, The One, and You
Are My Life are because in the lyrics of song have data that suitable for
analysis in this research. Therefore, the writer was interested to further
analyze lexical and contextual meaning of selected words and what the

4

Qur‟anic values presented in the song lyrics Harris J‟s with scientific studies
and research entitled “Semantic Analysis on Harris J's Song Lyrics as
Related to The Holy Qur'an Values”.
B. Formulation of the Problem
Based on the background of the problem above, the writer makes the
formulations of the problems as follows:
1. What are the kinds of class of word used in Harris J's song lyrics?
2. What are the meanings on Harris J‟s song lyrics?
3. What Qur‟anic values are presented in the Harris J‟s song lyrics?
C. Limitation of the Problem
In this thesis, the writer will limit the study deal with the title,
“Semantic Analysis on Harris J's Song Lyrics as Related to The Holy Qur'an
Values”. The writer used five songs from SALAM album they are Salam
Alaikum, Rasool Allah, I Promise, The One, and You Are My Life. The writer
chose these songs because they are the most popular songs on the SALAM
album, and also because the data needed and most appropriate to what the
writer intended is contained in the five song lyrics. The author analyzed the
word class in English by referring to the lexical meaning and contextual
meaning contained in the song lyrics by using semantic analysis. The lyrics
analyzed are words that have a contextual meaning related to religion or
related to the values of the qur'an.
D. Purpose of the Research
The goals of the researches are as follow:
1. To find out the kinds of class of word which are used in Harris J's song
lyrics
2. To find out the meanings in Harris J song lyrics
3. To know Qur‟anic values which are presented to Harris J's song lyrics
E. Significance of the Research
It is expected that the results of this study will not only benefit the
writer to fulfill one of the requirements for literature degree at English

5

Literature Department but also for students, the readers, and the department
as follows:
1. For students, this research may give some information about kinds of class
of word, lexical meaning and contextual meaning.
2. For the readers, may the readers understand more about kinds of class of
word, lexical meaning and contextual meaning and so that readers can
understand how the lyrics in the song can relate to the religion.
3. For the department, the writer hopes that the result of this study can be
useful for the student, especially English Literature Department student
who wants to analyze kinds of class of word, lexical meaning and
contextual meaning.

6

CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A. Semantics
Semantics is one of the most important fields in the field of linguistics.
If phonetics examines the sound of a language and morphology examines the
formation of words, then semantics analyzes the meaning of the language.
Kreidler states that “semantics is the systematic study of meaning and
linguistic semantic is the study of how languages organize and express
meaning”.6
Suwandi state that “Semantik adalah Ilmu tentang makna. Semantik
merupakan suatu komponen yang terdapat dalam linguistik, sama seperti
komponen bunyi dan gramatika. Semantik merupakan bagian dari linguistic
karena makna menjadi bagian dari bahasa.”7 According to Chaer, semantics
is a linguistic study which concentrates on the research of meaning in the
words or sentences.8 It means that semantics does not only study about
meaning, but also how to interpret the meaning of language.
Based on Leech, Semantics is the systematic study of meaning, while
language semantics is the study of how language organizes and expresses
meaning. Semantics (as the study of meaning) is central to the study of
communication and as communication becomes more and more a crucial
factor in social organization, the need to understand it becomes more and
more pressing. Semantics is also at the center of the study of the human mind
- thought processes, cognition, conceptualization - all these are intricately
bound up with the way in which it classified and convey our experience of the
world through language.9
Linguistic semantics is the topic of this study, but we need to limit to
ourselves to the expression of meaning in a single language, English. The
6

Kreidler, Charles W. 2002. Introducing English Semantics. p.3.
Suwandi, Sarwiji. 2011.Semantik Pengantar Kajian Makna, cet.1. Media Perkasa.p.5.
8
Chaer, Abdul. 2012. Linguistik Umum (Edisi Revisi). Jakarta: Rineka Cipta. p.284.
9
Leech, G. 1990. Semantics : The Study of Meaning. London: Penguin Books. p.6.
7
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researcher thinks that semantics was a part of linguistics. In other words,
semantics is one of the branches of linguistics that studies the meaning of
language. Semantic fields are a set of words (morphemes) with related
meanings, which cover a certain conceptual domain and have certain
specifiable relationships between them. An example of simple semantics field
would be the conceptual domain of flower, which is in English divided up
into the lexemes jasmine, rose, orchid, hibiscus, etc.10
When constructing meaning, a word may not only have a literal
meaning, but also have multiple meanings based on the context of the word in
the sentence. The context is determined by a set of meanings corresponding to
each sentence used in the context. When certain words are already included in
a sentence, they can find their meaning. This is a word related to context. If
the word has other words before or after the word, it will have meaning.
The author understands that the meaning of a word is completely
reflected by its context. Here, the meaning of a word is constituted by its
context. It can be concluded that by embodying the speaker's thoughts or
concepts in one language or another, they can be transferred from the
speaker's thoughts to the audience's thoughts.
B. Kinds of Meaning
The study of the linguistic meaning of morphemes, words, phrases and
sentences is called semantics. Semantics is considered from the meaning of
language. When dealing with meaning, it can be classified as some reference.
According to Charles W. Kreidler the dimensions of meaning include;
reference and denotation, connotation, sense relations, lexical and
grammatical meaning, morphemes, homonymy, polysemy, lexical ambiguity,
sentence and meaning.11 According to Abdul Chaer kind of meaning include
a lexical, grammatical and contextual meaning, referential and non-referential
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meaning, denotative and connotative meaning, conceptual and associative
meaning, and lexeme.12
Actually it types of meaning can be differentiated based on several
criteria and points of view. Based on its semantic types it can be distinguished
between the lexical meanings and grammatical meanings, based on the
presence or absence of the referent of the referential meaning of a word
differentiated and non-referential meaning, based on the presence or absence
of the sense of a word can be distinguished from the denotative and
connotative meanings, based on the precision of meaning is known of
meanings of words and meaning of the term or the meaning of general and
specific meanings.13
Types of meaning based on semantic context, for example; lexical
meaning, contextual meaning, grammatical meaning, conceptual meaning,
indicative meaning and connotative meaning. From all of those kinds of
meanings, the writer only focused on lexical and contextual meaning.
Because in this research the writer only analyzed lexical and contextual
meaning in the song lyrics of Harris J and what the Holy Qur‟anic values
presented in the song lyrics.
1. Lexical Meaning
The noun „lexeme‟ is of course related to the words „lexical‟ and
„lexicon‟. (We can think of „lexicon‟ as having the same meaning as
„vocabulary‟ or „dictionary‟.) A lexeme is a lexical unit: a unit of the
lexicon.14 Lyon states that lexical meaning is a term that is equivalent with
term „word meaning‟ and it has another technical term, „lexeme‟ is
dictionary-words. The noun „lexeme‟ is of course related to the words
„lexical‟ and „lexicon‟ that has the same meaning as „vocabulary‟ or
„dictionary‟. A lexeme is a lexical unit: a unit of the lexicon. Supporting
12
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Lyons, Djajasudarma said, “makna leksikal (bahasa Inggris –lexical
meaning, semantic meaning, external meaning) adalah makna unsur–
unsur bahasa sebagai lambang benda, peristiwa, dll; makna leksikal ini
dimiliki unsur-unsur bahasa secara tersendiri, lepas dari konteks atau
semua makna (baik bentuk dasar maupun bentuk turunan) yang ada dalam
kamus disebut makna leksikal.”15
Lexical meaning refers to the true meaning, that is, the meaning
commensurate with our observation power, or the given meaning. As we
all know, a language has a large number of vocabulary systems. Through
this vocabulary system, structural semantics can base its meaning on
paradigm and systemicity. Researchers say that lexical meaning can be
defined as meaning with dictionary, morpheme, and word characteristics.
It also has a reference meaning, it is the result we observe through
perception or the reality in life. Parera said that “Makna leksikal itulah
dimasukkan kedalam makna umum dan terdapat dalam kamus umum.
Oleh karena makna umum memerlukan pembatasan sesuai cirri makna
keilmuan, maka setiap makna umum mendapatkan definisi dalam bahasa
ilmu.”16
Therefore, even without any context, many people say that the
meaning of a word is the meaning in a dictionary or the meaning of a
word. For example, “panda” have similar lexical meaning ordinary a large
black and white animal. In this example, the lexical meaning is the exact
meaning that matches our sensory observations. In a dictionary, it usually
only contains the lexical meaning of the word described.
2. Contextual Meaning
According to Pateda in his book “Semantik Leksikal (Edisi
Kedua)”, said: “Makna kontekstual atau makna situasional muncul
sebagai akibat hubungan antara ujaran dan konteks.” 17 Contextual
15
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meaning is the meaning according to the context. Contextual meaning is
the meaning of a lexeme or word inside a context. Context is a situation
that occurs depends on whether phrase or sentence appears. A contextual
definition is also a definition in which the term is used by embedding it in
larger expression containing its explanation. According to Sekhar Dash,
she said:
I have used the term context to refer to an immediate linguistic
environment (rarely detached or isolated) in which a particular
word occurs. Since it is not always explicit, it may be hidden
within the neighboring members of a word used in a piece of text.
If we cannot extract the information relevant to the meaning of a
word from its immediate linguistic environment, we need to take
into account the topic of discussion as sphere of necessary
information.18
As can be seen from the above quotation, when a word is used in a
text, the word usually has only one meaning, but sometimes it has a
different meaning depending on the topic being discussed. We must know
the implicit meaning of words in order to provide useful information in
order to understand the meaning of the sentence or phrase according to the
contextual meaning.
Contextual meaning is the meaning according to the context in a
sentence. According to Requejo, contextual meaning is that whenever a
linguistic expression cannot be straightforwardly interpreted, we turn to
context to find some extra cues in order to get the right meaning. 19 This
means that context is used here in the broadest sense, because anything
surrounding a particular word may affect its meaning.
In this study, the researchers only used contextual meaning to
analyze lyrics as data objects. Contextual meaning is the meaning of
18
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words, phrases, and sentences based on context. According to Mansoer
Pateda, contextual meaning could be regarded as a situational meaning. It
appears as a result of the relationship between speech and context. 20 A
contextual definition is also a definition in which the term is used by
embedding it in a larger expression that contains its explanation.
Most words have more than one meaning. The meaning of a word
depends on the context used; the words surrounding the word you want to
define in the sentence will provide you with contextual hints to help you
define the meaning of the word. The word is defined in the context of the
sentence. We must also pay attention to whether the word is used as a
noun, an adjective or an adverb. Contextual meaning also provides readers
with clues to the meaning (meaning or specific) and meaning (explanatory
or emotional) of words.
3. Grammatical Meaning
In Merriam Webster Grammatical Meaning is the part of meaning
that varies from one inflectional form to another (as from plays to played
to playing).21 Grammatical meaning also could be regarded as a structural
or functional meaning, or internal meaning. Grammatical meaning is the
meaning of the phrase that is enclosed. This means the grammatical
meaning of each language is limited and could not be changed or replaced
in a long time‟s. Grammatical meaning of a language could be interpreted.
It is fixed in accordance with the language user community.22
4. Conceptual Meaning
Conceptual meaning is essential in the language. According to
Pateda, conceptual meaning could be known after we connect or compare
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the level of language.23 So, conceptual meaning regarded as a major factor
in every language.
5. Denotative Meaning
Indicative meaning is what it once meant. Representational
meaning is also called a word or a group of words. They are properly
processed according to the direct relationship between the unit and the
formal language beyond the language unit. According to Harimurti in
Mansoer Pateda book based on the denotative meaning is straightly
designation on something outside the language or that are based on certain
conventions.24
Foreign symbols represent the central aspect of the meaning of a
word. The meaning is not only external. Therefore, extension is a
reasonable meaning, the original intent is the first to appear, the earliest is
known, and the meaning is appropriate and in line with the realistic
meaning.
6. Connotative Meaning
Connotation refers to the personal aspect of meaning, that is, the
emotional associations caused by words. Connotations are inspiring and
evocative feelings, feelings, attitudes, judgments and beliefs and certain
purposes. It can be individual or collective. Meaning has the right to exist
and needs to be discussed, discussed and controlled through user language.
However, there are limitations to the use of language and the use of
connotations. Languages such as report language, scientific papers, and
magazines are not officially used.
The connotative meaning is to express the communication value to
the goal, and the content beyond the above is purely conceptual. Therefore,
it is opened like an allegorical meaning, and only our knowledge and
belief in nature are also opened. According to Kreidler, connotation refers
to the personal aspect of meaning, the emotional association that the word
23
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aroused. Connotation of individuals have common experience, some
people has a shared word connotations.25
In my conclusion, since the speakers have expressed their thoughts,
thoughts and feelings in the way they want, meaning has had many different
interpretations. Interpretation cannot be seen or judged only from the reader
or listener, because the meaning can be different from what is intended by
the writer. So, the interpretation has to do in the study of semantics, so that
the meaning obtained and what is intended by the author can be known and
appropriate.
C. Word
In language, words are the smallest free form and can be spoken in
isolation from semantic or practical content or text or actual meaning. This is
the opposite of morpheme, which is the smallest unit of meaning, but does
not necessarily exist independently. A word may contain a morpheme.
According to Pateda word is a linguistic moment together in sentences
conveys a message in a communication, form of word in various forms.26
1. Class of word
The researcher began by grouping word more or less on the basis
of our instincts about English. It use a combination of three criteria for
determining the word class of a word, the meaning of the word, the form
or shape of the word, the position or environment of the word in a
sentence. Warriner stated that word form consists of the following five
classes.27 They are:
a.

Noun
Nouns are a type of vocabulary words that appear after certain
functional words that determine nouns. For example, by using two
endings -es and -s with a certain skewed suffix, they appear in me, me,
some, two words. Nouns exclusively pair up with Number, a category
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about individuation and quantity.28 This is a word used to name
people, places, things, or ideas. For example: books, fans, chairs, etc.
b. Pronoun
Pronouns are defined as words or phrases used to replace
nouns or noun phrases, and are called pronoun antecedents. Pronouns
are short words that can do all the things a noun can do, and are part of
a sentence. Pronouns can act as subjects, direct objects, indirect
objects, prepositional objects, etc., and replace any person, place,
animal or thing. For example: are he, she, you, me, I, we, us, this,
them, that.
c. Verb
Verbs are a type of vocabulary words. They use three variants
of -s, -ed and -ing to appear as some auxiliary words in verb phrases,
such as can, must, is, has, please, about (to), please use A small part of
deviation affixes such as (-en) and (-ate) remain (on). Unless at least
one word is a verb, a group of words cannot be described as a sentence
or clause. In some ways, researchers can describe it as the most
important part of the speech, because it is the action word that tells the
listener or reader what is happening in the sentence. Verbs exclusively
pair up with Tense, a category about anchoring events in time.29 For
example: run, drink, watch, etc.
d. Adverb
Adverbs are a category of lexical words, which are recognized
by their ability to appear in the final pronunciation position of a noun
or multiple nouns as a complement. Adverbs can be divided into eight
categories or formal categories according to their morpheme structure.
Adverbs are very broad in form and are used to add notes to many
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other parts of speech. For example: incredibly, just, too, quickly,
kindly, etc.
e. Adjective
Adjectives are a category of lexical words. They are recognized
by their ability to fill in nouns to determine the position between words
and nouns and to connect verbs and modifiers (for example, very,
equivalent, and equivalent). Adjectives provide the reader or speaker
with more information about the noun or define it in some way. For
example: big, rotten, foreign, etc.
2. Phrases
A phrase is a group of words that is not completely meaningful. It
is called a phrase. It is a group of related words without subject and verb.
Such as, the sunrise in the east. Greenbaum adds an opinion in his book
“An Introduction to English Grammar”. He also mentions “there are five
types of phrases that are built a simple sentence (noun phrase, verb phrase,
adjective phrase, adverbial phrase, prepositional phrase)”30. They are:
a. Noun Phrase
Noun phrases are phrases that play the role of nouns. The
subject in a noun phrase may be a noun or a pronoun. In the example
below, the entire noun phrase is shaded and the subject is shown in
bold. For example, you like to sing in the bathtub.
b. Verb Phrase
Verbs are words that indicate actions, such as singing, dancing,
smelling, talking, and eating. They act as a link between the subject of
the verb and the information in that subject. This information is usually
descriptive. To show the activities that can be done, active verbs are
used, while link verbs describe the situation. For example, she is
walking quickly to the shopping mall.
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c. Adjective Phrase
An adjective phrase is a group of words that describe a noun or
pronoun in a sentence. Adjective phrases can be placed before or after
the noun or pronoun in the sentence. For example, this movie is not too
long.
d. Adverb Phrase
Adverb phrases are just two or more words that act as adverbs.
It can modify verbs, adverbs or adjectives, and can distinguish “how”,
“where”, “why”, or “when”. Adverb clauses also modify verbs,
adverbs and adjectives; however, adverb clauses also include subject
and verb. For example, she took some time off for a much needed
vacation.
e. Prepositional Phrase
A prepositional phrase is a group of words consisting of a
preposition, its object, and any words that modify the object. In most
cases, prepositional phrases modify verbs or nouns. These two
prepositional phrases are called adverb phrases and adjective phrases,
respectively. A prepositional phrase is composed of at least one
preposition and its dominating objects. The object can be a noun, a
gerund (the form of a verb that ends with the noun "-ing"), or a clause.
For example, he arrived on time.
D. Song
Song is a poem set to music, intended to be sung. Song is the
combination of words or lyrics and the musical instrument. Song is also a
short important given to the music and to the words, written in one or several
voices, performed with instrument accompaniment.31 Songs can have a
simple structure with one or two verses, or a more complex structure with
multiple verses and temperance. Songs usually have a beat or beat. Whether
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you sing or say lyrics, you can feel the way or pulse the words move the song
forward.
According to Merriam Webster, song is a melody for a lyric poem or
ballad.32 In the most basic sense, a song is a short piece of music, usually with
words. It combines melody and vocals, although some composers‟
instrumental works or musical works without words imitate the quality of
singing voice. As such a history, songs are Used for many purposes: telling
stories, expressing emotions, or expressing belief in faith. Sometimes they
will give instructions or help to make the tedious and repetitive work less
tiring.
E. Lyrics
The words of a song are called lyrics. Lyrics can include a series of
verses, the longer part of the song that tells the story, and adverbs, which are
short phrases repeated at the end of each verse. According to Indonesian
Language Dictionary (KBBI), lirik or lyrics is a work of literature (poetry)
containing the outpourings of personal feelings. The lyrics are also the
composition of words in a song.33 Music comes from sound. The sound itself
is particles from all the elements that make up this universe. Songs are lyrical
musical elements. The lyrics of a song are an element structure of a song that
can be classified as a poetry in literature. Music is a sound organized in a
specific term. It has artistic value and can be used as a tool for expressing
thoughts and emotions from the composer to the audience. Therefore, a song
between the lyrics is related to language. Music is a communication activity
that can convey emotions, emotions, thoughts, impressions or religious,
philosophical, sexual or political concepts to the audience.
The conclusion that lyrics are part of music and music is the organizing
function of the mind and the art of thinking of sound. Song lyrics became a
media of conveying an idea from the composer to the listener. As media of
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conveying a message, the language which is used in lyrics must
communicative and have positive content.
F. The Holy Qur’an Values
The Qur‟an is the holy book of which contains revelation from Allah
that was given to the prophet Muhammad SAW. It is the way of life for all
humans until the end of time. It orders people to be dignified, modest,
trustworthy, kind, faithful, mature and responsive. The Qur‟an even describes
the way we should walk: “Turn not your face away from men with pride, nor
walk in insolence through the earth. Verily, Allah likes not each arrogant
boast” (Surah al-Luqman, 31:18).
In general, values can be defined as the beliefs of an individual or
culture and it tends to influence attitude and behavior. They can be considered
as subjective and may differ among people and cultures. Personal values are
values that can develop and change over time while cultural values. The
values are shared by members of groups or societies even if their personal
values may differ.34 Bill Johnston takes the term values in his book Values in
English language teaching, to refer to belief in right and kindness, he gives
the same meaning to morality.35 By this, the religious values can be defined
as all of the values which are set out by a religion.
Islamic values are values written in the Qur‟an and practice of Prophet
Muhammad peace be upon Him. They can be considered as the cultural
values as Muslim communities way of life. The Islamic values such as ways
of communicating, interacting and socializing with family members, friends,
neighbors, young people, and elderly such as teachers, employers and leaders
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that are specifically designed by Allah to build spiritually healthy individual
and society can be realized if the Muslim put them in to practice.36
Islam religion consists of three components; those are Aqidah, syari‟ah
and akhlaq.37 Aqidah is a part of Islam which covers the belief values of
Allah, Malaikah, the Holy Qur‟an, The Prophet Muhammad SAW and
judgment day.38 Then syari‟ah is a part of Islam religion that comprises the
laws of Allah to manage the human‟s relationship to Allah, the fellow people
and the other entire creature of Allah.39 The last is akhlaq, it refers to the
Muslim behavior which is the result of the aqidah and syari‟ah
implementation.40
a. Aqidah
Aqidah is the principle of educating the entire building of Islamic
teachings and becoming all matters concerned in Islam. Aqidah is a
fundamental Islamic belief for all human activities in their lives. Aqidah is
built on six basic beliefs or commonly called the pillars of faith. Some fiqh
scholars define aqidah as follows something that is believed and held firmly
is very difficult to collapse. It believes according to the propositions that are
in accordance with reality, such as believing in Allah SWT, the hereafter,
the books of Allah, and the Apostles of Allah SWT. Trust grows because of
the arguments that can be accepted by common sense. Therefore, it is linked
to the pillars of faith that are the basis of all Islamic teachings. Its position is
very central and fundamental because as mentioned above, it becomes the
principle, and at the same time, it hooks everything in Islam.41
36
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Aqidah is built on the main points of belief in the six things commonly
called the pillars of faith. Aqidah is trust and recognition of the oneness of
Allah (Tawhid) which is the foundation of faith in other faiths such as the
faith in angels, apostles, books, the hereafter, and qadha and qadar. To
explain various aspects of aqidah, then the book of Allah and the Sunnah of
his Prophet should be used as the main source. So, Aqidah is one of
important thing as a basic of our life. There are the main points of faith or
pillars of faith in Islamic aqidah:
1. Belief in God
Allah SWT, that absolute substance, according to Islamic
teachings, is God Almighty. A valid belief in knowing God means having
faith in him and confirming that he is, the creator, the Giver of Rizki, the
one who turns on and off, for him the right to create and command and to
return to him, to believe in his substance, His nature, and his asthma.42
2. Belief in Malaikat(Angels), Holy Qur‟an, and Prophet Muhammad
SAW
Aqidah truth about Malaikat, Holy Qur‟an, and Prophet has a
strong correlation with the belief system in God. Whoever believes in
Allah must have faith in his Malaikat, His holy AlQur‟an and His
Prophet consecrate thus (Malaikat of the holy Al-Qur‟an and Prophet)
because they follow the fact that Allah sent angels to bring the the holy
Al-Qur‟an to the Prophet Muhammad SAW.43 The second point is belief
in Malaikat, the Holy Qur‟an and Prophet Muhammad SAW that the one
unity of the pillars of second, third and fourth faith that can be tied by
teaching English at Integrated Islamic School.
3. Belief on the Day of Judgment
Belief in the last day and the events that result from the resurrection
from the grave, gathering of humanity in the Mahsyar lands to the entry
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of experts in heaven to heaven and experts in hell to hell is faith in the
unseen.
4. Confidence in Qada and Qadar
As for what is meant by Qada is a provision regarding something,
while qadar is a measure of something according to certain laws.44 Thus,
what is meant by Qada and Qadar or destiny is a provision or
determination (Allah SWT) according to a certain norm or size.
b. Akhlaq(Morals)
Etymologically, the word Akhlak (morality) comes from the Arabic alakhlaq, which is a plural form of khuluq which means ethics, morals,
behavior and character. There are Morals scope in Islam include human
relations with God as the creator, the morals of fellow humans in one
religion,morality between religious people and morality with the universe. 45
1. Morals to Allah
Moral to Allah is the highest degree of morals because the other
morals are the basis of morals to God first.
2. Morals to the Messenger of Allah
Prophet Muhammad SAW is the last messenger of Allah. He is the
“anbiya” priest and apostle. In him attached a source of example for
humanity, he who deserves the Islamic moral parent.
3. Personal morals
The scope of personal morals is all related to issues that are
inherent in oneself, all activities, both spiritually.46 On the other hand,
Yunahar Ilyas in his book divides moral discussion into five parts,
namely:
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1) Morals towards Allah SWT
2) Morals towards Rasulullah SAW
3) Personal morals
4) Morals in the family. It consists of mutual obligations between
parents and children, husband and wife obligations, and obligations
to relatives.
5) Morals in society. It consists of what is forbidden, what is ordered,
and the methods of manners.
6) National Morals. It consists of the relationship between the leader
and the others people in the country.35
So, Moral (Aqidah) could be implemented by a communication to
other person or people in the daily life.

c. Syari‟ah
According to Mahmud Syaltut, Syari‟ah as rules prescribed by Allah
or dictate its principles so that humans themselves use them in dealing with
their Lord, with their fellow Muslims, mankind and the universe, and with
life. Thus, study of Syari‟ah is based on the problem of the rules of Allah
SWT based on Al-Qur‟an and Hadith. These rules govern humans in dealing
with their Lord (hablun minallah) and in dealing with others (hablun
minannas). These two human relations belong to the category of Islam
Syari‟ah. The first relationship is then called worship, and the second
relationship is called muamalah. Worship regulates how humans can relate
to God. In a special sense (mahdlah worship), worship is manifested in the
five pillars of Islam, namely saying two sentences of shahadah (testimony),
setting up prayers, performing zakat, fasting in the month of Ramadan, and
going on hajj for those who are able. While muamalah can be done in
various forms of human activity in dealing with others. The forms of
relationships can be in the form of marital relations (munakahat), division of
inheritance (mawaris), economy (muamalah), criminal (jinayah), politics
(khilafah), international relations (siyar), and justice (murafa'at).Thus, it is
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clear that the study of syari‟ah is more relied on the practice of the basic
concepts of Islam contained in aqidah.
Therefore, every activity must see all the values in the Quran, such as
the statement of the Islamic scientist, Yahya: “On that account, duty of a
believer is to apply these superior principles that Allah has decreed.”47
Supporting Yahya, Ash Shiddique states that “Tidak ada khilaf (perbedaan)
sedikitpun di antara ummat Islam bahwa Al-Qur‟an itu pokok bagi syari‟at
Islam dan sumber mata airnya.”
G. Previous Related Research
This research will talk about the contextual meaning in the lyrics of
Harris J songs. There are some researches that have discussed about
contextual meaning. One of the research is journal by Ripta Permata Nuary
entitled “A Semantic Analysis On Maher Zain‟s Lyrics As Related To The
Holy Qur‟an Values”. She is from Universitas Islam Negeri Sunan Gunung
Djati, Bandung 2017. This paper discusses the meaning of vocabulary and
context, and how the verses of the Quran support the lyrics of “Thank You
Allah” from the Maher Zain album. This research uses Lyon's semantic
theory to analyze lyrics. The author attempts to link Lyon's (1983) lexical
meaning and contextual meaning theory, find value from lyric poems, and
then take value-related scriptures. The data which have been analyzed are
taken from Maher Zain‟s Lyrics “Thank You Allah” Album. This qualitative
study uses researchers as a key tool for collecting, analyzing and interpreting
data. Based on the analysis, the research shows that the meaning of the words
in this research is the same as the meaning in the dictionary. The contextual
meaning in this research is adapted from the context in the section of the
lyrics itself, and the holy Qur‟an values were taken from the contextual
meaning thoroughly that show the aim of all lyrics then got appropriate verses
that related with the value itself. This research was resulting comprehensive
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conclusion draws Lyrics of Maher Zain “Thank You Allah” The album
contains Islamic values.48
The second research “Study of Lexical Meaning on Bob Marley songs”
by Dwiki Rifardi. He is from English Letters Department, Humanities
Faculty, The State Islamic University Maulana Malik Ibrahim, Malang 2017.
The thesis analysis about The lexical and contextual meaning of Bob Marley's
songs explain the context of his songs. The focus of this research is to
describe the context found in the vocabulary and contextual meaning devices.
Questions of the study: (1) The meaning of words attached to Bob Marley's
songs. (2) The contextual meaning attached to Bob Marley's song. This
research applied Parera's vocabulary and contextual meaning theory to
conduct this research. This research uses descriptive qualitative methods
because he will analyze and explain the research objects of Bob Marley‟s
songs. Between 1973 and 1980, he selected five songs from another album.
The results of this research describe the vocabulary and contextual meaning
in Bob Marley's song, but not all types of vocabulary and context exist in the
song. From Bob Marley's five songs, you can find the types of words, such as
synonyms, antonyms, hyponyms, homonyms, extensions, and connotations.
Then from Bob Marley's five songs, you can find various types of context,
such as organ context, situation context, purpose context, speaker or listener
emotional context, and time context And the context of the object.49
The third research by Maya Dewi Lestari, the title is “An Analysis
Contextual Meaning of Songs by Shane Filan”, from English Department,
Faculty of Letters and Humanities, State Islamic University Sunan Ampel
Surahbaya 2016. This research involves Shane Filan's situational analysis of
songs to explain the situation in his songs. This research is made up of
questions about whether they describe the type of context used and interpret it
as Shane Filan's song contextual meaning. The focus of this research is to
48
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describe the context found in the contextual meaning device. The author
conducted this research using Mansoer Pateda's theory of contextual meaning.
This study uses a descriptive method because it is used to describe the context
in Shane Filan‟s songs. During the discovery process, the author described the
situation in Shane Filan‟s song, because not all types of situations exist in that
song. From Shane Filan's ten songs, six types of context were discovered,
such as organ context, situation context, purpose context, speaker or listener
emotional context, time context, and object context. Then, the author could
describe the meaning of the context and the supporting context into the
contextual meaning in each song.50
From the preview of the relevant research above, most of them analyzed
the same objects as the song lyrics. They all analyzed the contextual meaning
of the lyrics. The difference between this research and all research lies in this
research discussed about what kinds of class of word that used in selected
word of song lyrics and Find out the vocabulary and contextual meaning in
the lyrics, and find out the value of the Quran in it. The writer pays attention
to the vocabulary and contextual meaning of the song lyrics selected by
Harris J's on the album SALAM, and used five songs for data namely, Salam
Alaikum, Rasool Allah, I Promise, The One, and You Are My Life.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OF RESEARCH
A. Design of Research
The writer used qualitative research and used the descriptive method to
accelerate in analyzing the problems (Qualitative Descriptive Research). In
analyzing this topic, the writer applied a qualitative research, in particular
describing and explaining the data collected from Harris J‟s SALAM album.
Based on the data, the author classifies the words, phrases, and sentences used
in each song contextually, then recognizes them as contextual meanings and
describes their meanings. The descriptive method is suitable for this research,
because the purpose of this research is to find the context in the lyrics and
describe the meaning of the lyrics through its lexical and contextual meaning.
Qualitative research is characterized by its goal, which is related to
understanding certain aspects of social life, and its production of words rather
than numbers as a method of analyzing data.51 This means qualitative
research is research that observed an object to get the facts by pay attention at
the events that related to the object itself. In addition, qualitative research
only will be focused on the data that not in statistical numbers and
formulations forms.
Qualitative is a research method which the data are words. According to
Taylor stated that “qualitative methodology refers in the broadest sense to
research that produces descriptive data-people‟s own written or spoken
words and observable behavior.”52 This means that qualitative research is
research that uses language, sentences, and words to understand cases and
problems, while the research does not use numbers, statistics, and formulas.
Emzir said Laporan berdasarkan metode kualitatif mencakup masalah
deskripsi murni tentang program dan/atau pengalaman orang dilingkungan
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penelitian.53 Qualitative Related to the concepts, theories, meanings and
characteristics of the subject research. The qualitative method can also be
called a multimethod.. El Berg also stated that:
“Qualitative procedures proviwde a means of accessing unquantifiable
facts about the actual people researchers observe and talk to or people
represented by their personal traces (such as letters, photographs,
newspaper accounts, diaries, and so on). As a result, qualitative
techniques allow researchers to share in the understandings and
perceptions of others and to explore how people structure and give
meaning to their daily lives. Researchers using qualitative techniques
examine how people learn about and make sense of themselves and
others.”54
It means qualitative is used to examine how people learn and make
sense. There is no counting, measuring or testing as what in a qualitative
method. It implies an emphasis on processes and meaning purely. Therefore,
the characteristic of qualitative research is relative and interpretative. Relative
and interpretative mean the result of the research may behave different
meaning. It depends on society's point of view and especially researcher
because their minds are a difference to understand something. It is also called
by contextual meaning.
B. Source of the Data
The data source of the research is the lyrics of Harris J's songs. The
writer analyzed lexical meaning then contextual meaning of the song lyrics
and connected to the holy Qur‟an values. In this study, the author obtained
data from the lyrics of Harris J songs. The author takes data from internet
social media and the song lyrics are taken from the music player and JOOX
application, because it has the most complete music collection and is
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equipped with lyrics from each song making it easier for users. The songs that
used for the data source of this research are:
No. Title

Album

Award

1.

Salam Alaikum

SALAM (2015)

2.

Rasool Allah

SALAM (2015)

3.

I Promise

SALAM (2015)

Platinum Award

4.

The One

SALAM (2015)

(2016)

5.

You Are My Life

SALAM (2015)

The author chooses five lyrics that all songs are based on SALAM
album, because they are the most popular songs on SALAM album, and also
because the data needed and most appropriate to what the writer intended is
contained in the five song lyrics, namely the words relating to religion or
related to the Qur'an values. The other sources take from books, dictionaries,
journals, articles that related to this research.
C. Technique of Data Collection
In the collection of this research the write used library research, to
collection the data with the documentation. Sudaryono stated that “kegiatan
dokumentasi adalah kegiatan yang ditujukan untuk memperoleh data
langsung dari tempat peneitian, meliputi buku, laporan kegiatan, foto, film
dan data yang relevan penelitian”.55 This means that some documents that
are relevant or support research questions will be used in qualitative research.
The data can be get trough do directly observation toward the object or books,
reports, pictures, and films that directly related to the object.
There are some activities of the writer in collection the data in thus
research because data collection technology is how the author collects data.
According to Sugiyono “Teknik pengumpulan data merupakan langkah yang
paling utama dalam penelitian, karena tujuan utama dari penelitian adalah
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mendapatkan data.”56 The writer used some documents that are relevant or
support the research question. Because this is a descriptive study, the author
described and analyzed the data found by Harris J in the song lyrics to answer
the questions that have been asked. When asking questions.
To make this research more specific, the author took some steps to
collect data. Thus, there are some procedures done when collecting data:
1. Download the script of song lyrics
The writer downloads the song lyrics from JOOX music player and app.
2. Read the five selected song lyrics of SALAM Album
The writer reads the lyrics repeatedly to make sure that contains contextual
meaning.
3. Selected the contextual meaning
Choosing the lyrics that really contain elements of the contextual meaning.
4. Write down the data
After the writer find the contextual meaning in lyrics of the song, and then
make a data.
D. Technique of Data Analysis
After collecting the data, the author analyzes the data. In qualitative
research, technical analysis data is used to answer the statement of the
question. The writer analyzes the by using descriptive analysis. According to
Nawawi “Metode Deskriptive dapat diartikan sebagai prosedur pemecahan
masalah yang diselidiki dengan menggambarkan atau melukiskan keadaan
subyek atau objek penelitian (novel, drama, cerita pendek, puisi) pada saat
sekarang berdasarkan fakta-fakta yang tampak atau sebagaimana adanya”.57
Descriptive analysis technique is used to describe the object of research
from the data or sample which has been collected and make the conclusion. In
other words descriptive analysis is used to describe the basic features of the
data in the study. This statement is appropriate with the aim of data analyzing
and show a way of how the writer analyzed the data.
56
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The writer took some steps when analyzing the data to make this
research more specific. The steps are:
1. Identification
The writer identifies the data which have correlation with the holy
Qur‟an values in five song lyrics by Harris J.
2. Classifying the data
The writer classified and making the words or sentences about kinds
of class of word in Harris J‟s song lyrics.
3. Analyzing, describing, explaining
The writer analysis, describe and explain kinds of class of word after
that explain contextual meaning and correlation with the holy Qur‟an
values in Harris J‟s song lyrics.
4. Conclusion
After analysis all the data had been complete and finishing, the writer
makes conclusion from the result of research.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND ANALYSYS
A. Findings
SALAM Album in 2015 by Harris J is the source of data, the writer only
used five songs from the album they are; Salam Alaikum, Rasool Allah, I
Promise, The One, and You Are My Life. From the data the writer found
seven kinds of class of words, they are; noun, noun phrase, verb, verb phrase,
adjective, adjective phrase and adverb. Those kinds of class of words which
indicated 26 data as noun, 127 data as noun phrase, 163 data as verb, 52 data
as verb phrase, 21 data as adjective, 6 data as adjective phrase and 22 data as
adverb.
In these song lyrics, the writer also found the lexical and contextual
meaning from the selected words, phrases or sentences. The contextual
meaning based on Pateda's theory which can be seen as a situational meaning
due to the relationship between utterance and context. From five songs by
Harris J, there are fiveteen words, phrases or sentences as context and three
data for each song's lyrics.
In these song lyrics, the writer also found the values in the surah and
verses in Quran which are related to the contextual meaning discussed. They
were Al-Hijr verse 46, Al-Balad verse 17, Al-Qasas verse 77, Al-Murslat
verse 5, Az-Zumar verse 33, An-Nahl verse 36, Al-Isra verse 24, Al-Isra
verse 23, Al-Isra verse 24, Az Zumar verse 62, Al-Hadid verse 9, Ar-Room
verse 60, Al-Noor verse 35, Ash-Shura verse 52, At-Talaq verse 3.
B. Analysis
The analysis Kinds of Class of Words of some words, phrases or
sentences found in the lyrics of the song. Then the writer analysis about
lexical and contextual meaning in song lyrics on the SALAM album by Harris
J, the contextual meaning based on Mansoer Pateda's theory. The contextual
meaning in lyrics of the song had the meaning according to the context, it is
adapted from the context in the section of the lyrics itself. The value of the
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Qur'an is taken from the context, the goal is revealed from all the lyrics, and
then the appropriate verses related to the value itself are obtained.
1. Kinds of Class of Words
The Kinds of Class of Words that analyzed in this chapter is based on
five songs contained in the first album Harris J, SALAM. From twelve
songs, the researcher only took five songs and only analyzed three data for
each song's lyrics, which had contextual meaning in them. Then the other
data obtained from the word class analysis of the five song lyrics are
placed in Appendix II. The songs consisting of; Salam Alaikum,
Rasool'Allah, I Promise, The One, and You Are My Life.
a. Salam Alaikum
First datum takes from song lyrics with the title Salam Alaikum. In
this song there are eight stanzas. In the song Salam Alaikum the writer
found three words, phrases or sentences they are; peace, the love and be
kind.
Words, Phrases /

Stanza

Line

Class word

Sentences
Peace

Third

One

Noun

The love

Fifth

Two

Noun phrase

Be kind

Fifth

Five

Adjective
phrase

From the table above it can be seen that there are three Kinds of
Class of Words found in the song Salam Alaikum, namely; Noun, Noun
phrase and Adjective phrase. There are three data that the writer got
from the lyrics of Salam Alaikum they are; Peace as noun, the love as
noun phrase, and be kind as adjective phrase.
b. Rasool Allah
Second datum takes from song lyrics with the title Rasool Allah. In
this song there are eight stanzas. In the song Rasool Allah the writer
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found three words, phrases or sentences they are; the Archangel came,
the way, and to proclaim.
Words, Phrases /

Stanza

Line

Class word

Sentences
The

Archangel Second

Two

Verb phrase

came
The way

Third

Two

Noun phrase

To Proclaim

Fourth

Three

Verb phrase

From the table above it can be seen that there are two Kinds of Class
of Words found in the song Rasool Allah, namely; Verb phrase, and
Noun phrase. There are three data that the writer got from the lyrics of
Rasool Allah they are; The Archangel came as verb phrase, the way as
noun phrase, and to proclaim as verb phrase.
c. I Promise
Third datum takes from song lyrics with the title I Promise. In this
song there are seven stanzas. In this song there are eight stanzas. In this
song I Promise the writer found three words, phrases or sentences they
are; You‟re my circle of life, Hit a wall and The place I call home.
Words, Phrases /

Stanza

Line

Class word

Sentences
You‟re my circle Second

Three

Verb phrase

Two

Verb phrase

Eight

Verb phrase

of life
Hit a wall

Fourth

The place I call Fourth
home

From the table above it can be seen that there are one Kind of Class
of Words found in the song I Promise, namely; Verb phrase. There are
three data that the writer got from the lyrics of I Promise they are;
You‟re my circle of life as verb phrase, hit a wall as verb phrase, and
the place I call home as verb phrase.
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d. The One
Fourth datum takes from song lyrics with the title The One. In this
song there are six stanzas. In this song The One the writer found three
words, phrases or sentences they are; a bird without its wings, a
beautiful message, and the truth.
Words, Phrases /

Stanza

Line

Class word

Sentences
A bird without its First

Six

Noun phrase

Five

Adjective

wings
A

beautiful Third

message
The truth

phrase
Fifth

Tree

Noun phrase

From the table above it can be seen that there are two Kinds of Class
of Words found in the song The One, namely; Noun phrase and
Adjective phrase. There are three data that the writer got from the lyrics
of The One they are; A bird without its wings as noun phrase, a
beautiful message as adjective phrase, and the truth as noun phrase.
e. You Are My Life
Fifth datum takes from song lyrics with the title And You Are My
Life. In this song there are three stanzas. In this song And You Are My
Life the writer found six words, phrases or sentences they are; the light,
words, and count on You.
Words, Phrases /

Stanza

Line

Class word

Sentences
The Light

First

Two

Noun phrase

Words

Fourth

Two

Noun

Count on You

Fourth

Eight

Verb phrase

From the table above it can be seen that there are three Kinds of
Class of Words found in the song And You Are My Life, namely; Noun
phrase, Noun and Verb phrase. There are three data that the writer got
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from the lyrics of And You Are My Life they are; The Light as noun
phrase, words as noun, and count on You as verb phrase.
Based on the table above about the kinds of class of words, the writer
found four kinds of class of words as the context that analyzed they are;
noun, noun phrase, verb phrase and adjective phrase. This finding is
different from the findings of Ripta Permata Nuary from the Sunan
Gunung Djati State Islamic University. In her finding she found five kinds
of class of words they are adjective, noun, adverb, verb, and preposition.
2. The Meanings
All Harris Jung songs convey the meaning of a positive attitude
towards life. These songs are a reflection of his conscience on various
issues, including the attitude of the majority towards minorities in Britain,
where he was born and raised. Islam is so negative in the eyes of the
majority of Western society and is identified with various cases of
violence. Harris J then offered another image by releasing the song “Salam
Alaikum” which contains peaceful lyrics. For him, the wisest way to deal
with all problems is with confidence.
Not all of his songs have contextual meaning. There are only a few
words, phrases or sentences that have contextual meaning in them. This
following are the data that the writer found.
a. Salam Alaikum
1) Peace
The first context or word that the writer found in the song Salam
Alaikum is peace, which is located in the third stanza line one of the
Salam Alaikum song lyrics.
Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum yeah!
I just want to spread love and peace
And all of my happiness, yeah
To everyone I that meet
The context “peace” in lyric “I just want to spread love and
peace”, in lexical meaning is freedom from disquieting or
oppressive thoughts or emotions. In contextual meaning means
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spread goodness on earth. It means the singer would like to invite the
listeners of his song to spread the goodness in life together, so that
makes everyone feel alive in peace, security and peace without any
sense to hurt each other. The supporting context exist in second
stanza line one “Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum yeah!” that means
peace be upon you in Islam. The next supporting context can be
found in the third stanza, in line two “And all of my happiness, yeah”
means spread all happiness he felt to everyone he met.
2) The love
The second context or word that the writer found in the song
Salam Alaikum is the love, which is located in the fifth stanza line
two of the Salam Alaikum song lyrics.
Cherish the love, that is around us
Spread peace on the earth
Treasure the love, let it surround us
The context “love” in lyric “Cherish the love, that is around
us”, in lexical meaning is strong affection for another arising out of
kinship or personal ties. in contextual meaning means the singer
invites listener to respect everyone who gives love or happiness
around us. The supporting context exist in fifth stanza line three
“Spread peace on the earth” means spread sense of calm in life, and
also spreads goodness without considering race, religion, and
ethnicity. The next supporting context can be found in fifth stanza, in
line four “Treasure the love, let it surround us” means respect the
love that is given by other people towards us and keep that feeling
around us.
3) Be kind
The third context or word that the writer found in the song
Salam Alaikum is be kind, which is located in the fifth stanza line
five of the Salam Alaikum song lyrics.
Treasure the love, let it surround us
Always be kind, always remind one another
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Peace on the earth everyday
The context “be kind” in lyric “Always be kind, always remind
one another”, in lexical meaning is a sympathetic or helpful nature.
In contextual meaning means the singer reminds listener to love
everyone with always doing good and gives happiness to others
without considering race, religion, and ethnicity, so that we can live
peacefully. The supporting context exist in fifth stanza line fourth
“Treasure the love, let it surround us” means respect the love that is
given by other people towards us and keep that feeling around us.
The next supporting context can be found in fifth stanza, in line six
“Peace on the earth everyday” means spread goodness and calmness
on earth every day.
b. Rasool Allah
1) The Archangel came
The first context or word that the writer found in the song
Rasool Allah is The Archangel came, which is located in the second
stanza line two of the Rasool Allah song lyrics.
And one night in that cave
When the Archangel came
And your life in this world
Would never be the same
The context “the Archangel came” in lyric “When the
Archangel came”, in lexical meaning is to move to or towards a
person or place. In contextual meaning means The angel referred to
in this context the angel Jibreel, who in the belief of Muslims is in
charge of conveying revelations to prophets or messengers who are
blessed by Allah. the Angel Jibreel revealed Allah‟s words in the
form of the Qur‟an to the Prophet Muhammad. The supporting
context exist in second stanza line one “And one night in that cave”
means the night he received the first revelation of the Qur‟an from
Allah in a cave called Hira, because in the history of Muslims it has
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been stated that the place where the angel Jibreel conveyed
revelations to the Prophet Muhammad was in the cave of Hira.. The
next supporting context can be seen in second stanza, in line three
and four “And your life in this world, Would never be the same”
means after he received the first revelation, he became Rasool which
meant he has different duties from prophet.
2) The way
The second context or word that the writer found in the song
Rasool Allah is the way, which is located in the third stanza line two
of the Rasool Allah song lyrics.
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
Your light is always showing me the way
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
I'm longing for the day I see your face
The context “the way” in lyric “Your light is always showing
me the way”, in lexical meaning is a method, style or manner of
doing something. In contextual meaning means the way that shows
the truth that brings happiness in the world and the hereafter brought
by the Prophet Muhammad to Muslims. The supporting context exist
in third stanza line one “Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah” means
messenger of Allah for spread the teachings of Islam to Humanity.
The next supporting context can be seen in third stanza, in line four
“I'm longing for the day I see your face” means the desire to meet
with the Prophet Muhammad.
3) To proclaim
The third context or word that the writer found in the song
Rasool Allah is to proclaim, which is located in the fourth stanza line
three of the Rasool Allah song lyrics.
Eyes that could light up any soul
You became the Chosen One
To proclaim the world of God, O Muhammad!
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The context “To proclaim” in lyric “To proclaim the world of
God, O Muhammad!” in lexical meaning is to declare or declare to
be solemnly, officially, or formally. In contextual meaning means
Prophet Muhammad as a chosen human being as a messenger and
apostle was sent to proclaim to humanity that the only god who must
be worshiped is Allah who created the universe. The supporting
context exist in fourth stanza line one “Eyes that could light up any
soul” means the views that emanated from the Prophet are gift and
path of guidance for those (people who are hostile to Islam) by the
will of Allah. The next supporting context can be found in fourth
stanza, in line two "You become the Chosen One" means Muhammad
as a human being chosen as a messenger and a prophet to spread the
religion of Allah.
c. I Promise
1) You’re my circle of life
The first context or word that the writer found in the song I
promise is you‟re my circle of life, which is located in the second
stanza line three of the I promise song lyrics.
Every time that I need you by my side
Every time I lose my way in life
You're my circle of life, compass and guide
There behind me
The context “You're my circle of life” in lyric “You're my circle
of life, compass and guide” in lexical meaning is an area of action or
influence. In contextual meaning means a place where he grows up
and learns how to live life, because parents are compass and guides
in their children's lives. The supporting context exist in second
stanza line one “Every time that I need you by my side” means every
time he needs his parents to always be near him. The next supporting
context can be found in second stanza, in line two and four "Every
time I lose my way in life” and “There behind me” means whenever
he feels that he has taken the wrong path in his life, his parents are
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always a guide who shows him the right path for his life, and always
there behind him to support and guide him.
2) Hit a wall
The second context or word that the writer found in the song I
promise is hit a wall, which is located in the fourth stanza line two of
the I promise song lyrics.
There are days when I just don't want to talk
And your feelings hit a wall
But that won't change
The love you've raised inside this family
The context “hit a wall” in lyric “And your feelings hit a wall”
in lexical meaning is to deliver (something, such as a blow) by
action. In contextual meaning means the feeling of sadness and hurt
felt by the parents because of their child's attitude who does not want
to talk or tell about himself to his parents. The supporting context
exist in fourth stanza line one “There are days when I just don't want
to talk” means when a child doesn't want to talk to his parents for
personal reasons or because he is angry with his parents. The next
supporting context can be found in fourth stanza, in line three and
four “But that won't change” and “The love you've raised inside this
family” means but even if they feel sad and hurt by the attitude of
their child, it will never change the love they have created in their
family.
3) The place I call home
The third context or word that the writer found in the song I
promise is the place I call home, which is located in the fourth stanza
line eight of the I promise song lyrics.
I just want to say it, and say it loud
You're my heat when I'm cold
The place I call home, and always will be
Know that I'll be there for you, for you
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The context “The place I call home” in lyric “The place I call
home, and always will be” in lexical meaning is a familiar or usual
setting/ congenial environment. In contextual meaning means
parents are a home and a place that will always make him feel
comfortable, and is the best place to lean on even when he is feeling
difficult, sad or happy. The supporting context exist in fourth stanza
line six, seven and nine “I just want to say it, and say it loud”,
“You're my heat when I'm cold” and “Know that I'll be there for
you, for you” means parents' love can be felt as a warmth to their
children, therefore they are called home and as a child he will always
be there for them.
d. The One
1) A bird without its wings
The first context or word that the writer found in the song The
One is A bird without its wings, which is located in the first stanza
line two of the The One song lyrics.
But Allah, how I know now
That a life without You there
Is like a bird without its wings
The context “a bird without its wings” in lyric “Is like a bird
without its wings”, in lexical meaning is not using or taking
something. In contextual meaning means just as birds cannot live
without wings, humans also cannot live without Allah. Humans are
Allah's creatures, as well as the world and everything in it is Allah's
creation. Without Allah, the world would never exist. The supporting
context exist in first stanza line four “But Allah, how I know now”
means now the singer knows that life without Allah is impossible.
The next supporting context can be found in first stanza line five
“That a life without You there” means life without Allah is certain
that the world and everything in it including humans will never exist,
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because God is the creator of everything in this life. And without
Allah, humans will not know the direction and purpose of his life.
2) A beautiful message
The first context or word that the writer found in the song The
One is A beautiful message, which is located in the third stanza line
five of the The One song lyrics.
It's the way that You turn mess
Into a beautiful message
It's You I place my trust upon
The context “a beautiful message” in lyric “Into a beautiful
message”, in lexical meaning is a communication in writing, in
speech, or by signals. In contextual meaning means Al-Qur‟an that is
the word or message of Allah whose words are very beautiful. It was
sent down to Prophet Muhammad as guidance for all humanity to
show human beings the way to live in accordance with the will of
Allah. The supporting context exist in third stanza line four “It's the
way that You turn mess” means that Allah has given way for his
servants who are in distress or chaos by the way that Allah has
delivered in the form of beautiful messages that is Al-Qur‟an . The
next supporting context can be found in third stanza, in line six “It's
You I place my trust upon” means the singer believes that Allah is
the only one who has power over everything.
3) The truth
The first context or word that the writer found in the song The
One is the truth, which is located in the fifth stanza line three of the
The One song lyrics.
Forever I won't be afraid
With You right here I'll be OK
„Cause everything about You is the truth
The context “the truth” in lyric “„Cause everything about You
is the truth”, in lexical meaning is the true facts about something,
rather than the things that have been invented or guessed. In
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contextual meaning means the truth comes only from Allah, the truth
about His form, the truth about His words, His shari‟a, and all His
promises. The supporting context exist in fifth stanza line one and
two “Forever I won't be afraid”, “With You right here I'll be OK”
means the singer will never feel afraid because he has Allah who is
always with him and with His real promises.
e. And You Are My Life
1) The Light
The first context or word that the writer found in the song And
You Are My Life is the light, which is located in the first stanza line
two of the And You Are My Life song lyrics.
O Allah!
You're the light that Shines above
You're the reason I never give up
You're The One I try for, live my life for
Give up all I have
The context “the light” in lyric “You're the light that Shines
above”, in lexical meaning is to guide somebody with a light. In
contextual meaning means Allah is a light that shines brightly, His
light shines on the heavens and the earth to give mercy to His
creatures. The supporting context exist in first stanza line three, four
and five “You're the reason I never give up”, “You're The One I try
for, live my life for”, “Give up all I have” means the singer's reason
for surviving and never giving up on life is Allah. He surrendered,
which means believing in all the provisions given by Allah.
2) Words
The second context or word that the writer found in the song
And You Are My Life is words, which is located in the fourth stanza
line two of the And You Are My Life song lyrics.
O Allah!
Your words light up my heart
This connection I felt from the start
Never lose fight of my dreams
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The context “words” in lyric “Your words light up my heart”,
in lexical meaning is a thing that you say; a remark or statement. In
contextual meaning means Allah's words in the Quran are the light
that illuminates the human heart, and will guide people to the path
that is blessed by Allah. The supporting context exist in fourth stanza
line three “This connection I felt from the start” means that the
words of Allah in the Quran have given light to him from the very
beginning he listened to them. The next supporting context can be
found in second stanza, in line four “Never lose fight of my dreams”
means The singer will never give up in reaching his dream, because
Allah's words always light up his heart and make him excited.
3) Count on You
The third context or word that the writer found in the song And
You Are My Life is count on You, which is located in the fourth
stanza line eight of the And You Are My Life song lyrics.
And although I feel like
I'm a million miles away from home
I can lose all that I have when I feel the pain
I know that I can count on You
The context “count on You” in lyric “I know that I can count on
You”, in lexical meaning is to trust somebody to do something or to
be sure that something will happen. In contextual meaning means
count on Allah by believing that all the provisions He has given are
the best for His servants. The supporting context exist in fourth
stanza line five “And although I feel like” and six “I'm a million
miles away from home” means When the singer feels far from home
he has lost his way, he can lose everything he has, and when he is
sick he knows that he can count on Allah for all his troubles, because
Allah will surely help. The next supporting context can be found in
fourth stanza, in seven “I can lose all that I have when I feel the
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pain” the singer can lose everything he has, and when he is feeling
pain and distress he can depend on Allah.
Based on the research second question about the meanings in this
research are lexical and contextual meaning of words, phrases or sentences
from the lyrics, the finding of this research is matched with theory by
Mansoer Pateda said that “Contextual meaning or situational meaning
appears as a result of the relationship between speech and context”. The
writer found this research is also similar with the research of Maya Dewi
Lestari which also used the contextual meaning theory by Mansoer Pateda.
3. The Qur’an Values
To find out the values that related to the song lyrics discussed in the
Quran, the writer must know the surah and verses that are related to some
of the lyrics above. In this research, the writer used the Quran Explorer to
find surah and verses that match with the contextual meaning of lyrics in
the song by using words, phrases or the intent of the lyrics as the key
words. Of course the one word, phrase or sentence that the writer wants to
look for is not only contained in one verse and surah, but in this study the
author only uses one verse and surah in the Quran whose value or meaning
that considered in accordance with the context of the song lyrics in
question. The author also uses Tafsir al-Jalalayn to support the meaning of
the verses used to fit the contextual meaning of the song lyrics.
a. Data 1: Salam Alaikum
In the first song Salam Alaikum, there are several words, phrases or
sentences that have contextual meaning related to the values in the AlQuran, including:
1) Peace
As explained before, Peace in this context means spreading
goodness so that it makes everyone feel safe and peaceful. Then this
can be found in the Quran surah 15 - Al-Hijr (MAKKA): Verse 46
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“Enter therein in peace and secure.”
Based on Jalalayn tafsir the verse means “And it shall be said to
them „Enter them in peace that is safe from all danger - or it means
enter with the greeting of „Peace!‟ in other words say „Peace‟ and then
enter secure!‟ from all terror.” So based on the explanation, the values
that exist in the surah and verse is related to the contextual meaning in
the lyrics that explained living in peace that is free from danger and
terror. This value is included in the syari‟ah component.
2) The love
As previously explained, The love in this context means respect
the love that is given by other people towards us and keep that feeling
around us. Then this can be found in the Quran surah 90 - Al-Balad
(MAKKA): Verse 17
         
“The will he be of those who believe, and enjoin patience,
(constancy, and self-restraint), and enjoin deeds of kindness and
compassion.”
Based on Jalalayn tafsir the verse means “while being thumma
kāna is a supplement to iqtahama „he assaulted‟; thumma is for the
ordering of things to be mentioned in other words what is meant is
that at the point of the assault he was one of those who believe and
enjoin one another to steadfastness in pursuing obedience and in
refraining from disobedience and enjoin one another to compassion
marhama means rahma towards creatures.” So based on the
explanation, the values that exist in the surah and verse is related to
the contextual meaning in the lyrics that explained to love each other
to every creature of Allah because all of them are brothers. This value
is included in the akhlaq component.
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3) Be kind
As previously explained, Be kind in this context means love
everyone with always doing good and gives happiness to others
without considering race, religion, and ethnicity, so that we can live
peacefully. Then this can be found in the Quran surah 28 - Al-Qasas
(MAKKA): Verse 77
             

                
“But seek, with the (wealth) which Allah has bestowed on thee,
the Home of Hereafter, not forget thy portion in this world: but do
thou good, as Allah has been good to thee, and seek not (occasions
for) mischief in the land: for Allah loves not those who do mischief.”
Based on Jalalayn tafsir the verse means “but seek in that which
God has given you of wealth the Abode of the Hereafter by expending
it in obedience to God and do not forget your share of this world that
is do not forget to strive in it for the sake of the Hereafter; and be good
to people by giving voluntary alms just as God has been good to you.
And do not seek to cause corruption in the earth by committing acts of
disobedience. Surely God does not love the agents of corruption‟
meaning that He will punish them.” So based on the explanation, the
values that exist in the surah and verse are related to the contextual
meaning in the lyrics that explained to love everyone by always doing
good and gives happiness to everyone. This value is included in the
akhlaq component.
b. Data 2: Rasool Allah
In the second song Rasool Allah, there are several words, phrases
or sentences that have contextual meaning related to the values in the
Al-Quran, including:
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1) The Archangel came
As previously explained, The Archangel came in this context
means the Angel Jibreel revealed Allah's words in the form of the
Qur'an to the Prophet Muhammad. Then this can be found in the
Quran surah 77 - Al-Mursalat (MAKKA): Verse 5
  
“And by the angels that bring the revelations to the Messengers.”
Based on Jalalayn tafsir the verse means “by the casters of the
remembrance that is by angels that descend with the revelation upon
the prophets and messengers casting the revelation onto the various
communities of mankind.” So based on the explanation, the values
that exist in the surah and verse are related to the contextual meaning
in the lyricsthat explained the Angel Jibreel came to deliver
revelations to the Prophet Muhammad. This value is included in the
Aqidah component.
2) The Way
As previously explained, The way in this context means the way
that shows the truth that brings happiness in the world and the
hereafter brought by the Prophet Muhammad to Muslims. Then this
can be found in the Quran surah 39 - Az-Zumar (MAKKA): Verse 33
         
“And he who brings the Truth and he who confirms (and
supports) it- such are the men who do right.”
Based on Jalalayn tafsir the verse means “And he who brings the
truth and that is the Prophets and those who confirm it namely the
believers here alladhī „he who‟ has the significance of alladhīna
„those who‟ those they are the ones who guard themselves against
idolatry.” So based on the explanation, the values that exist in the
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surah and verse are related to the contextual meaning in the lyrics that
explained Prophet Muhammad was sent into the world to bring people
to the path of truth. This value is included in the Aqidah component.
3) To proclaim
As previously explained, To proclaim in this context means
Prophet Muhammad as a chosen human being as a messenger and
apostle was sent to proclaim to humanity that the only god who must
be worshiped is Allah who created the universe. Then this can be
found in the Quran surah 16 - An-Nahl (MAKKA): Verse 36
             

             

  
“And verily, We have sent among every Ummah (community,
nation) a Messenger (proclaiming): "Worship Allâh (Alone), and
avoid (or keep away from) Tâghût[] (all false deities, etc. i.e. do not
worship Tâghût besides Allâh)." Then of them were some whom Allâh
guided and of them were some upon whom the straying was justified.
So travel through the land and see what was the end of those who
denied (the truth).”
Based on Jalalayn tafsir the verse means “And verily We sent
forth among every community a messenger just as We have sent you
forth among these Meccans to say „Worship God profess belief in His
Oneness and shun false deities‟ graven images and do not worship
them. Then among them were some whom God guided and they
believed and among them were some who deserved to be in error
according to God‟s knowledge and so they did not believe. So travel
O disbelievers of Mecca in the land and observe the nature of the
consequence of those who denied their messengers in that they were
destroyed.” So based on the explanation, the values that exist in the
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surah and verse are related to the contextual meaning in the lyrics that
explained Rasool are prophet who were chosen to tell people about
Allah's religion. This value is included in the Aqidah component.
c. Data 3: I Promise
In the third song I Promise, there are several words, phrases or
sentences that have contextual meaning related to the values in the AlQuran, including:
1) You’re my circle of life
As previously explained, You‟re my circle of life in this context
means a place where he grows up and learns how to live life, because
parents are compass and guides in their children's lives. Then this can
be found in the Quran surah 17 - Al-Isra‟ (MAKKA): Verse 24
            
“And, out of kindness, lower to them the wing of humility, and
say: "My Lord! bestow on them Thy Mercy even as they cherished me
in childhood.”
Based on Jalalayn tafsir the verse means “And lower to them the
wing of humility show them your submissive side out of mercy that is
on account of your affection for them and say „My Lord have mercy
on them just as they had mercy on me when they reared me when I
was little.” So based on the explanation, the values that exist in the
surah and verse are related to the contextual meaning in the lyrics that
explained parents are an important part of their child's life because of
those who have taken care of and raised them. This value is included
in the akhlaq component.
2) Hit a wall
As previously explained, Hit a wall in this context means the
feeling of sadness and hurt felt by the parents because of their child's
attitude who does not want to talk or tell about himself to his parents.
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Then this can be found in the Quran surah 17 - Al-Isra‟ (MAKKA):
Verse 23
             

             
“Thy Lord hath decreed that ye worship none but Him, and that
ye be kind to parents. Whether one or both of them attain old age in
thy life, say not to them a word of contempt, nor repel them, but
address them in terms of honour.”
Based on Jalalayn tafsir the verse means “And your Lord has
decreed He has commanded that you worship none save Him and that
you show kindness to parents by being dutiful to them. If they should
reach old age with you one of them ahaduhumā is the subject of the
verb or both a variant reading for yablughanna has yablughān „both
should reach‟ in which case ahaduhumā would be substituting for the
dual indicator alif of yablughān then do not say to them „Fie‟ read
uffan or uffin uffa or uffi a verbal noun meaning tabban „perish!‟ or
qubhan „evil!‟ nor repulse them but speak to them gracious words fair
and gentle words.” So based on the explanation, the values that exist
in the surah and verse are related to the contextual meaning in the
lyrics that explained to never once hurt your parents' feelings by
saying harshly, or behave badly to both of them. This value is
included in the akhlaq component.
3) The place I call home
As previously explained, The place I call home in this context
means parents are a home and a place that will always make him feel
comfortable, and is the best place to lean on even when he is feeling
difficult, sad or happy. Then this can be found in the Quran surah 17 Al-Isra‟ (MAKKA): Verse 24
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“And, out of kindness, lower to them the wing of humility, and
say: "My Lord! bestow on them Thy Mercy even as they cherished me
in childhood.”
Based on Jalalayn tafsir the verse means “And lower to them the
wing of humility show them your submissive side out of mercy that is
on account of your affection for them and say „My Lord have mercy
on them just as they had mercy on me when they reared me when I
was little.” So based on the explanation, the values that exist in the
surah and verse are related to the contextual meaning in the lyrics that
explained parents are the home for every child, because with the two
of them children grew up. This value is included in the akhlaq
component.
d. Data 4: The One
In the fourth song The One, there are several words, phrases or
sentences that have contextual meaning related to the values in the AlQuran, including:
1) A bird without its wings
As previously explained, A bird without its wings in this context
means that just as birds cannot live without wings, humans also cannot
live without God. Then this can be found in the Quran surah 39 - AzZumar (MAKKA): Verse 62
          
“Allah is Creator of all things, and He is Guardian over all
things.”
Based on Jalalayn tafsir the verse means “God is the Creator of all
things and He is Guardian over all things disposing of them as He
will.” So based on the explanation, the values that exist in the surah
and verse are related to the contextual meaning in the lyrics that
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explained humans will not be able to live without Allah because He is
the creator of the universe and its contents. This value is included in
the Aqidah component.
2) A beautiful message
As previously explained, A beautiful message in this context
means the Al-Qur'an that is the word or message of Allah whose
words are very beautiful. Then this can be found in the Quran surah 57
- Al-Hadid (MADINA): Verse 9
               

  
“He is the One who Sends to His Servants manifest Signs, that He
may lead you from the depths of Darkness into the Light. And verily,
Allah is to you Most Kind and Merciful.”
Based on Jalalayn tafsir the verse means “It is He Who sends
down upon His servant clear signs the signs of the Qur‟ān that He may
bring you forth from the darkness from disbelief to the light to faith.
For truly God is Kind Merciful to you in bringing you forth from
disbelief to faith.” So based on the explanation, the values that exist in
the surah and verse are related to the contextual meaning in the lyrics
that explained Al-quran is a very beautiful word of Allah, sent down
to guide the journey of human life. This value is included in the
Aqidah component.
3) The truth
As previously explained, The Truth in this context means that the
truth comes only from Allah, the truth about His form, the truth about
His words, His shari'a, and all His promises. Then this can be found in
the Quran surah 30 - Ar-Room (MAKKA): Verse 60
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“So have patience (0 Muhammad)! Allah‟s promise is the very
truth, and let not those who have no certainty make the impatient.”
Based on Jalalayn tafsir the verse means “So be patient. Surely
God‟s promise to give you victory over them is true. And do not let
them cause you to be inconstant those who are uncertain of the
Resurrection in other words do not let them cause you to succumb to
inconstancy and frivolity by abandoning patience that is to say do not
abandon it.” So based on the explanation, the values that exist in the
surah and verse are related to the contextual meaning in the lyrics that
explained words, promises and everything about Allah is the truth.
This value is included in the Aqidah component.
e. Data 5: And You Are My Life
In the fifth song And You Are My Life, there are several words,
phrases or sentences that have contextual meaning related to the values
in the Al-Quran, including:
1) The light
As previously explained, The light in this context means Allah is
a light that shines brightly, His light shines on the heavens and the
earth to give mercy to His creatures. Then this can be found in the
Quran surah 24 - Al-Noor (MADINA): Verse 35
             

             

                  

         
“Allah is the Light of the heavens and the earth. The Parable of
His Light is as if there were a Niche and within it a Lamp: the Lamp
enclosed in Glass: the glass as it were a brilliant star: Lit from a
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blessed Tree, an Olive, neither of the east nor of the west, whose oil is
well-nigh luminous, though fire scarce touched it: Light upon Light!
Allah doth guide whom He will to His Light: Allah doth set forth
Parables for men: and Allah doth know all things.”
Based on Jalalayn tafsir the verse means “God is the Light of the
heavens and the earth in other words He illumines both of them with
the sun and the moon. The likeness of His Light that is the description
of it as it resides in the heart of a believer is as a niche wherein is a
lamp. The lamp is in a glass - this glass is the case for the lantern and
the misbāh is the torch that is the wick that is lit; al-mishkāt is a recess
that does not penetrate to the other side in other words the tube inside
the lantern the glass with the light inside it is as it were a glittering star
that is a light-giving star read dirrī‟un or durrī‟un derived from aldar„ „to repel‟ because it repels darkness; or read durriyyun derived
from al-durr „pearls‟ kindled is this lamp read past tense tawaqqada; a
variant reading has the imperfect tense of awqada in the passive voice
yūqadu; another reading has tūqadu in which case the reference is to
al-zujāja „the glass‟ from the oil of a Blessed Tree an olive neither of
the east nor of the west but in between the two so that no harmful cold
or heat affects it; whose oil would almost glow forth of itself though
no fire touched it because of the extent of its purity. Light by Him
upon light by fire; the light of God is His guidance of the believer
light upon the light of faith. God guides to His Light that is to the
religion of Islam whom He will. And God strikes He illustrates
similitudes for men by approximating such similitudes to their
comprehension so that they might take heed and believe; and God is
Knower of all things including knowledge of how to strike
similitudes.” So based on the explanation, the values that exist in the
surah and verse are related to the contextual meaning in the lyrics that
explained Allah guides whom He wills to His light or to a path that
blessed by Him. This value is included in the Aqidah component.
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2) Words
As previously explained, Words in this context means Allah's
words in the Quran are the light that illuminates the human heart, and
will guide people to the path that is blessed by Allah. Then this can be
found in the Quran surah 42 - Ash-Shura (MAKKA): Verse 52
              

              
“And thus We have sent to you (O Muhammad SAW) Ruh (a
Revelation, and a Mercy) of Our Command. You knew not what is the
Book, nor what is Faith? But We have made it (this Qur'an) a light
wherewith We guide whosoever of Our slaves We will. And verily, you
(O Muhammad SAW) are indeed guiding (mankind) to the Straight
Path (i.e. Allah's Religion of Islamic Monotheism).”
Based on Jalalayn tafsir the verse means “And thus in the same
way that We have revealed to messengers other than you have We
revealed to you O Muhammad (s) a Spirit namely the Qur‟an by
which hearts are revived from Our command that command which We
reveal to you. You did not know before revelation came to you what
the Book was what the Qur‟an was nor faith that is its ordinances and
ritual ceremonies the negation comments in place of the verb on the
action and what has come after it constitutes two direct objects; but
We have made it namely the Spirit - or the Qur‟an - a light by which
We guide whomever We will of Our servants. And verily you guide
you are summoning people by means of what is revealed to you to a
straight path a straight way the religion of Islam.” So based on the
explanation, the values that exist in the surah and verse are related to
the contextual meaning in the lyrics that explained The Qur'an is the
word of Allah who will give calm and guide to the paths that blessed
by Him. This value is included in the Aqidah component.
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3) Count on You
As previously explained, Count on You in this context means
count on Allah by believing that all the provisions He has given are
the best for His servants. Then this can be found in the Quran surah 65
- At-Talaq (MADINA): Verse 3
                  

     
“And He provides for him from (sources) he never could imagine.
And if anyone puts his trust in Allah, sufficient is (Allah) for him. For
Allah will surely accomplish His purpose: verily, for all things has
Allah appointed a due proportion.”
Based on Jalalayn tafsir the verse means “and He will provide for
him from whence he never expected from whence it never occurred to
him. And whoever puts his trust in God regarding his affairs He will
suffice him. Indeed God fulfils His command His will a variant
reading for bālighun amrahu has the genitive construction bālighu
amrihi. Verily God has ordained for everything even things such as
comfort and hardship a measure a fixed time.” So based on the
explanation, the values that exist in the surah and verse are related to
the contextual meaning in the lyrics that explained surrender and
count everything on Allah because Allah will surely fulfill all that is
needed by His servants. This value is included in the Aqidah
component.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A. Conclusion
This chapter consists of conclusion, summary and suggestion. The
writer concluded base on the findings and analysis and gave some suggestion
to reader.
1.

In lyrics of the song there are seven kinds of class of words in five
songs by Harris J. consist of; noun, noun phrase, verb, verb phrase,
adjective, adjective phrase and adverb. The kinds of class of words
found 26 data as noun, 127 data as noun phrase, 163 data as verb, 52
data as verb phrase, 21 data as adjective, 6 data as adjective phrase
and 22 data as adverb.

2.

In lyrics of the song had the meaning according to the context, but not
all people know that contexts. From five songs by Harris J, there were
fiveteen words, phrases, or sentences found as the context. They were;
peace, the love, be kind, The Archangel came, the way, to proclaim,
you‟re my circle of my life, hit a wall, the place I call home, a bird
without its wings, a beautiful message, the truth, the light, words and
count on You.

3.

In lyrics of the song, The sacred values of the Quran are extracted
from the contextual meaning. The contextual meaning indicates the
purpose of all the lyrics, and then the appropriate verses related to the
values themselves are obtained. The most dominant value is Aqidah
with 9 data. Meanwhile, Akhlaq has 5 data and Syari‟ah 1 data. From
fiveteen words, phrases, or sentences found as the context, they were
twelve surah and fourteen verses. They were They were Al-Hijr verse
46, Al-Balad verse 17, Al-Qasas verse 77, Al-Murslat verse 5, AzZumar verse 33, An-Nahl verse 36, Al-Isra verse 24, Al-Isra verse 23,
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Al-Isra verse 24, Az Zumar verse 62, Al-Hadid verse 9, Ar-Room
verse 60, Al-Noor verse 35, Ash-Shura verse 52, At-Talaq verse 3.
From the summary above the writer conclude that, the writer found
seven the kinds class of words in lyrics, noun phrase and verb are mostly
dominant. The writer also found the contextual meaning in the song lyrics, to
show that what the singer means in the lyrics. The last the writer found the
surah and verses in Qur‟an that values are related to the song lyrics. The most
dominant surah found is the surah Al-Isra.
B. Suggestion
The writer proposes some suggestions with the intention of improving
related institution, individual, and further researches. The writer in field of
semantic especially contextual meaning is a beneficial research because it
takes an important part of the context if a people want to understanding a
song. It also becomes very interesting topic to be investigated. We can
analyze the words, phrases, or sentences that have a contextual meaning
which used in a song.
The writer hopes there will become the next group of researchers
engaged in research in similar fields of contextual meaning with take more up
to date topics and interesting objects for their research. Moreover, they can
additional more theories in semantic to analyze the new songs in future.
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APPENDIX I
Song Lyrics
1. Salam Alaikum
You can try and turn off the sun
I'm still going to shine away, yeah
And tell everyone
We're having some fun today
We can go wherever you want to
And do whatever you like
Let's just have a real good time
Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum yeah!
Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum yeah!
Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum yeah!
Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum yeah!
I just want to spread love and peace
And all of my happiness, yeah
To everyone I that meet
„Cause I'm feeling spectacular
I love it when we love one another
Give thanks everyday
For this life
living with a smile on our face

Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum yeah!
Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum yeah!
Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum yeah!
Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum yeah!
Spread peace on the earth
Cherish the love, that is around us
Spread peace on the earth
Treasure the love, that is around us
Always be kind Always remind
Peace on the earth everyday
Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum
yeah!6x
Assalamu Alaikum, hey!4x
Assalamu Alaikum3x
Wa Alaikum Assalam
Spread peace on the earth
Cherish the love, that is around us
Spread peace on the earth every day

2. Rasool' Allah
Oohh... Oohh.
Oh you, Came in to this life
Brought up as an orphan child
Through a time of deep despair, O
Muhammad!
Your days at work began
As a fair and honest man
You showed just how much you
cared

Your light is always showing me the
way
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
I'm longing for the day I see your
face
Oohh. You brighten up my day
Oohh. And in my heart you'll stay
Ooh. With every breath I take
Oohh... I'll never leave your way

And one night in that cave
When the Archangel came
And your life in this world
Would never be the same
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah

Eyes that could light up any soul
You became the Chosen One
To proclaim the world of God, O
Muhammad!
In the brightness of the Sun
Or the Stillness of the night

You would never ever stop
Being kind, Giving Hope
And serenity and love
To a divided world
That didn't have enough
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
Your light is always showing me the
way
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
I'm longing for the day I see your
face
Oohh.
You brighten up my day
Oohh.
And in my heart you'll stay
Ooh.
With every breath I take
Oohh...
I'll never leave your way
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
Peace be upon you

Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
I really love you
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
Peace be upon you
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah ...
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
Your light is always showing me the
way
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
I'm longing for the day I see your
face
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
Your light is always showing me the
way
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
I'm longing for the day I see your
face
Oohh. You brighten up my day
Oohh. And in my heart you'll stay
Ooh. With every breath I take
Oohh... O Muhammad I'll never
leave your way

3. I Promise
I promise anytime you call me
It don't matter where I am
I'll always be there, like you've been
there
If you need me closer, I'll be right
over
I swear, I swear
Every time that I need you by my
side
Every time I lose my way in life
You're my circle of life, compass and
guide
There behind me
And one day when the tables finally
turn
And it's me you're depending on
I'll put you first, hold you close
Like you taught me

Know that I'll be there for you, for
you
I promise anytime you call me
It don't matter where I am
I'll always be there, like you've been
there
If you need me closer, I'll be right
over
I swear, I swear
I promise anytime you call me
It don't matter where I am
I'll always care for you, go anywhere
for you
If you need me closer, I'll be right
over
I swear, ooh
There are days when I just don't want
to talk

And your feelings hit a wall
But that won't change
The love you've raised inside this
family
Everything that I do is to make you
proud
I just want to say it, and say it loud
You're my heat when I'm cold
The place I call home, and always
will be
Know that I'll be there for you, for
you
I promise anytime you call me
It don't matter where I am
I'll always be there, like you've been
there
If you need me closer, I'll be right
over
I swear, I swear
I promise anytime you call me
It don't matter where I am
I'll always care for you, go anywhere
for you

If you need me closer, I'll be right
over
I swear, ooh
Having someone to go to
Having someone to love
Having both is a blessing
That was sent from above
Oh I know that wherever I'll go
You'll be forever in my heart
I promise anytime you call me
It don't matter where I am
I'll always be there, like you've been
there
If you need me closer, I'll be right
over
I swear, I swear
I promise anytime you call me
It don't matter where I am
I'll always care for you, go anywhere
for you
If you need me closer, I'll be right
over
I swear, ooh

4. The One
When I learnt for the first time
I know my heart wasn't prepared
For just how much You'd mean to
me
But Allah, how I know now
That a life without You there
Is like a bird without its wings
You are The One
In my life
Always right there beside me
I'm so blessed You're The One
In my life
Always right there to guide me
Giving me strength
You're The One
Oh, oh, oh, oh
I'm not saying I'm perfect

I haven't read all the pages
But I know that You're The One
It's the way that You turn mess
Into a beautiful message
It's You I place my trust upon
You are The One
In my life
Always right there beside me
I'm so blessed You're The One
In my life
Always right there to guide me
Giving me strength
You're The One
Oh, oh, oh, oh
Forever I won't be afraid
With You right here I'll be OK

„Cause everything about You is the
truth
Whenever I call out Your Name
Lift up my hands, bow down to pray
I feel so good, it's all because of You
You are The One
In my life
Always right there beside me
I'm so blessed You're The One
In my life

Always right there to guide me
I'm so blessed You're The One
In my life
Always right there beside me
I'm so blessed You're The One
In my life
Always right there to guide me
Giving me strength You're The One
Oh, oh, oh, oh
Oh, oh, oh, oh

5. And You Are My Life
O Allah!
You're the light that Shines above
You're the reason I never give up
You're The One I try for, live my life
for give up all I have

The One who is guiding me
And You know my destiny
For You are The Light
And And You Are My Life
Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh 3x

You're the melody, You're the key
All the inspiration I need
And when times get tough
I know you'll stand by me

And And You Are My Life
Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh 3x
And And You Are My Life.

You are the love I need
The One who is guiding me
And You know my destiny
For You are The Light
And And You Are My Life
Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh 3x
O Allah!
Your words light up my heart
This connection I felt from the start
Never lose fight of my dreams
Without you where would I be?
And although I feel like I'm a million
miles away from home
I can lose all that I have when I feel
the pain
I know that I can count on You
You are the love I need

When I reach the final chapter
I know it's only You that matters, Oh
So I give it my all
'Cause I'll stand alone that day
You are the love I need
The One who is guiding me
And You know my destiny
For You are The Light
And And You Are My Life
Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh 3x
And And You Are My Life
Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh 3x
And And You Are My Life
Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh 3x
And And You Are My Life
Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh 3x
And And You Are My Life
And You Are My Life 4x
And And You Are My Life

APPENDIX II
Kinds of Class of Words in Five Song Lyrics
Code
N: Noun

ADJ: Adjective

NP: Noun phrase

ADJP: Adjective phrase

V: Verb

ADV: Adverb

VP: Verb phrase
Note: The placement of the kinds of class of word in each words, phrases or
sentences in the song lyrics are adjusted to the stanza and lines of the song lyrics.
1. Salam Alaikum
Stanza
Stanza 1
You can try and turn off the sun
I'm still going to shine away,
yeah
And tell everyone
We're having some fun today
We can go wherever you want to
And do whatever you like
Let's just have a real good time
Stanza 2
Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum
yeah! 4x
Stanza 3
I just want to spread love and
peace
And all of my happiness, yeah
To everyone that I meet
„Cause I'm feeling spectacular
I love it when we love one
another
Give thanks everyday
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living with a smile on our face
Stanza 4
Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum
yeah! 4x
Stanza 5
Spread peace on the earth
Cherish the love, that is around
us
Spread peace on the earth
Treasure the love, that is around
us
Always be kind Always remind
one another
Peace on the earth everyday
Stanza 6
Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum
yeah! 4x
Stanza 7
Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum
yeah!6x
Assalamu Alaikum, hey!4x
Assalamu Alaikum3x
Wa Alaikum Assalam
Stanza 8
Spread peace on the earth
Cherish the love, that is around
us
Spread peace on the earth every
day
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Based on the table above, this lyric is dominated by seven word classes
namely noun, noun phrase, verb, verb phrase, adjective, adjective phrase and
adverb. It consists of 11 nouns, 9 noun phrase, 22 verbs, 5 verb phrase, 2
adjectives, 3 adjective phrase and 1 adverb. The most dominant word class in
this lyric is verb namely 22 words.

2. Rasool’ Allah
Stanza
Stanza 1
Oohh... Oohh.
Oh you, Came in to this life
Brought up as an orphan child
Through a time of deep despair,
O Muhammad!
Your days at work began
As a fair and honest man
You showed just how much you
cared

Stanza 2
And one night in that cave
When the Archangel came
And your life in this world
Would never be the same

Stanza 3
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
Your light is always showing me
the way
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
I'm longing for the day I see
your face
Oohh. You brighten up my day
Oohh. And in my heart you'll
stay
Ooh. With every breath I take
Oohh... I'll never leave your way
Stanza 4
Eyes that could light up any soul
You became the Chosen One
To proclaim the world of God,
O Muhammad!
In the brightness of the Sun
Or the Stillness of the night
You would never ever stop
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Stanza 5
And serenity and love
To a divided world
That didn't have enough
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
Your light is always showing me
the way
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
I'm longing for the day I see
your face
Oohh.

Stanza 6
You brighten up my day
Oohh.
And in my heart you'll stay
Ooh.
With every breath I take
Oohh...
I'll never leave your way
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
Peace be upon you
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
I really love you
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
Peace be upon you
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah ...

Stanza 7

-

-

Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
Your light is always showing me
the way
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
I'm longing for the day I see
your face
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
Your light is always showing me
the way
Rasool'Allah, Habib'Allah
I'm longing for the day I see
your face

Stanza 8
Oohh. You brighten up my day
Oohh. And in my heart you'll
stay
Ooh. With every breath I take
Oohh... O Muhammad I'll never
leave your way
Total
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Based on the table above, this lyric is dominated by seven word classes
namely noun, noun phrase, verb, verb phrase, adjective, adjective phrase and
adverb. It consists of 5 nouns, 36 noun phrase, 29 verbs, 13 verb phrase, 4
adjectives, 2 adjective phrase and 1 adverb. The most dominant word class in
this lyric is noun phrase namely 36 words.
3. I Promise
Stanza
Stanza 1
I promise anytime you call me
It don't matter where I am
I'll always be there, like you've
been there
If you need me closer, I'll be
right over
I swear, I swear
Stanza 2
Every time that I need you by
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Every time I lose my way in life
You're my circle of life,
compass and guide
There behind me
And one day when the tables
finally turn
And it's me you're depending on
I'll put you first, hold you close
Like you taught me
Know that I'll be there for you,
for you

Stanza 3
I promise anytime you call me
It don't matter where I am
I'll always be there, like you've
been there
If you need me closer, I'll be
right over
I swear, I swear
I promise anytime you call me
It don't matter where I am
I'll always care for you, go
anywhere for you
If you need me closer, I'll be
right over
I swear, ooh

Stanza 4
There are days when I just don't
want to talk
And your feelings hit a wall
But that won't change
The love you've raised inside
this family
Everything that I do is to make
you proud
I just want to say it, and say it
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I promise anytime you call me
It don't matter where I am
I'll always be there, like you've
been there
If you need me closer, I'll be
right over
I swear, I swear
I promise anytime you call me
It don't matter where I am
I'll always care for you, go
anywhere for you
If you need me closer, I'll be
right over
I swear, ooh

-

-

-

-

-

-

don't
matter
-

promise/
call
like

-

-

-

-

-

-

need

-

closer

-

-

-

-

swear

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

anytime

-

-

-

-

-

-

don't
matter
-

promise/
call
care/ go

-

-

-

-

-

need

-

closer

-

anywhe
re
-

-

-

swear

-

-

-

-

Stanza 6

-

-

having

to go to

-

-

-

Having someone to go to
Having someone to love
Having both is a blessing
That was sent from above

-

-

having

to love

-

-

-

-

-

having

both

-

-

-

-

-

a
blessing
was sent

-

-

above

Oh I know that wherever I'll go
You'll be forever in my heart

-

-

know/ go

-

-

-

-

my heart

-

-

-

-

wherev
er
Forever

Stanza 7

-

-

-

-

-

anytime

I promise anytime you call me
It don't matter where I am
I'll always be there, like you've
been there
If you need me closer, I'll be
right over
I swear, I swear
I promise anytime you call me
It don't matter where I am
I'll always care for you, go
anywhere for you
If you need me closer, I'll be
right over
I swear, ooh

-

-

-

-

-

-

don't
matter
-

promise/
call
like

-

-

-

-

-

-

need

-

closer

-

-

-

-

swear

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

anytime

-

-

-

-

-

-

don't
matter
-

promise/
call
care/ go

-

-

-

-

-

need

-

closer

-

anywhe
re
-

-

-

swear

-

-

-

-

3

15

55

14

10

-

17

Total

Based on the table above, this lyric is dominated by seven word classes
namely noun, noun phrase, verb, verb phrase, adjective and adverb. It consists
of 3 nouns, 15 noun phrase, 55 verbs, 14 verb phrase, 10 adjectives and 17
adverb. The most dominant word class in this lyric is verb namely 55 words.
4. The One
Stanza
Stanza 1
When I learnt for the first time
I know my heart wasn't prepared
For just how much You'd mean
to me
But Allah, how I know now
That a life without You there
Is like a bird without its wings

N

NP

V

VP

ADJ

ADJP

ADV

-

-

learnt

-

-

the first

-

time
-

my heart

know

wasn't

-

-

-

prepared
-

-

mean

-

-

-

-

-

-

know

-

-

-

now

-

a life

-

-

-

-

-

without

you
-

a bird

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

without
its wings
Stanza 2
You are The One in my life
Always right there beside me
I'm so blessed
You're The One in my life
Always right there to guide me
Giving me strength
You're The One
Oh, oh, oh, oh

Stanza 3
I'm not saying I'm perfect
I haven't read all the pages
But I know that You're The One
It's the way that You turn mess
Into a beautiful message
It's You I place my trust upon

-

the one/
my life

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

blessed

-

-

-

-

-

you're

-

-

-

-

-

the one/
my life
-

-

-

guide me

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

you're
the one

-

giving
me
strength
-

-

-

-

-

-

saying

-

perfect

-

-

-

the pages

haven't/

-

-

-

-

know

-

-

-

-

read
-

you're
the one

mess

the way

turn

-

-

-

-

-

a

-

-

-

-

-

beautiful
message

Stanza 4
You are The One in my life
Always right there beside me
I'm so blessed You're The One
in my life

-

-

place

my trust

-

-

-

-

The One/

-

-

-

-

-

my life
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

blessed

-

-

-

-

Always right there to guide me
Giving me strength
You're The One
Oh, oh, oh, oh

-

You're

-

-

-

-

-

The One/
my life
-

-

-

guide me

-

-

-

-

-

-

giving

-

-

-

me
strength
-

you're

-

-

-

-

-

the one
Stanza 5

-

-

-

-

afraid

-

-

Forever I won't be afraid
With You right here I'll be OK
„Cause everything about You is
the truth
Whenever I call out Your Name
Lift up my hands, bow down to
pray
I feel so good, it's all because of
You

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

the truth

-

-

-

-

-

call

-

-

-

-

-

my

lift up/

to pray

-

-

-

hands

bow

Stanza 6
You are The One in my life
Always right there beside me
I'm so blessed
You're The One in my life
Always right there to guide me
I'm so blessed
You're The One in my life
Always right there beside me
I'm so blessed
You're The One in my life
Always right there to guide me
Giving me strength
You're The One
Oh, oh, oh, oh
Oh, oh, oh, oh

down
-

-

feel

-

good

-

-

-

The One/

-

-

-

-

-

my life
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

blessed

-

-

-

-

-

You're

-

-

-

-

-

The One/
my life
-

-

-

guide me

-

-

-

-

-

blessed

-

-

-

-

-

You're

-

-

-

-

-

blessed

-

-

-

-

The One/
my life
-

-

-

You're

-

-

-

-

-

The One/
my life
-

-

-

guide me

-

-

-

-

-

-

giving

-

-

-

me
strength
-

You're

-

-

-

-

-

19

11

3

1

1

The One
Total

1

27

Based on the table above, this lyric is dominated by seven word classes
namely noun, noun phrase, verb, verb phrase, adjective, adjective phrase and
adverb. It consists of 1 nouns, 27 noun phrase, 19 verbs, 11 verb phrase, 3
adjectives, 1 adjective phrase and 1 adverb. The most dominant word class in
this lyric is noun phrase namely 27 words.
5. And You Are My Life
Stanza
Stanza 1
O Allah!
You're the light that Shines
above
You're the reason I never give
up
You're The One I try for, live
my life for give up all I have
You're the melody, You're the
key
All the inspiration I need
And when times get tough
I know you'll stand by me

N
-

NP
the light

-

the
give up
reason
the one/ live/ give
my life
up/ have
the
melody/
the key
the
need
inspiratio
n
get
-

-

-

times

Stanza 2
You are the love I need
The One who is guiding me

V
shines

VP
to shine

ADJ
-

ADJP
-

ADV
above

-

-

-

-

try for

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

tough

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

know

-

-

need

stand by
me
the love

-

the one

guiding

-

And You know my destiny
For You are The Light
And And You Are My Life
Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh 3x
Stanza 3
O Allah!
Your words light up my heart
This connection I felt from the
start
Never lose fight of my dreams
Without you where would I be?
And although I feel like I'm a
million miles away from home
I can lose all that I have when I
feel the pain
I know that I can count on You

know

-

-

-

-

-

my
destiny
the light

-

-

-

-

-

-

my life

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

your
words/
my heart
connecti
on
my
dreams
-

-

light up

-

-

-

felt

the start

-

-

-

lose/
fight
be

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

feel/like

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

count on
you
the love

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

a million
miles
the pain

-

-

Stanza 4
You are the love I need
The One who is guiding me
And You know my destiny
For You are The Light
And And You Are My Life
Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh 3x

-

-

lose/
have/
feel
know/ca
n
need

-

the one

guiding

-

-

-

-

-

know

-

-

-

-

-

my
destiny
the light

-

-

-

-

-

-

my life

-

-

-

-

-

And And You Are My Life
Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh 3x
And And You Are My Life.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

my life

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

my life

-

-

-

-

-

peace

the earth

spread

-

-

-

-

-

the love

cherish

-

-

-

-

peace

the earth

spread

-

-

-

-

-

the love

treasure

-

-

-

-

-

-

be kind/
remind

-

-

Stanza 5
Spread peace on the earth
Cherish the love, that is around
us
Spread peace on the earth
Treasure the love, that is around

home

-

us
Always be kind Always remind
one another
Peace on the earth everyday
Stanza 6
When I reach the final chapter
I know it's only You that
matters, Oh
So I give it my all
'Cause I'll stand alone that day
Stanza 7
You are the love I need
The One who is guiding me
And You know my destiny
For You are The Light
And And You Are My Life
Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh 3x
And And You Are My Life
Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh 3x
And And You Are My Life
Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh 3x
And And You Are My Life
Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh Oh 3x
And And You Are My Life
And You Are My Life 4x
And And You Are My Life

Total

peace

the earth

-

-

everyday

-

-

-

reach

-

-

-

-

matters

the final
chapter
-

know

-

-

-

-

-

-

give

-

-

-

-

-

that day

stand

-

-

-

alone

-

-

need

the love

-

-

-

-

the one

guiding

-

-

-

-

-

know

-

-

-

-

-

my
destiny
the light

-

-

-

-

-

-

my life

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

my life

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

my life

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

my life

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

my life

-

-

-

-

-

-

my life

-

-

-

-

-

-

my life

-

-

-

-

-

6

40

38

9

2

-

2

Based on the table above, this lyric is dominated by seven word classes
namely noun, noun phrase, verb, verb phrase, adjective and adverb. It consists
of 6 nouns, 40 noun phrase, 38 verbs, 9 verb phrase, 2 adjectives and 2 adverb.
The most dominant word class in this lyric is noun phrase namely 40 words.
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